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I. Introduction:

1. This is designed to be a ready reference guide, checklist, and simple "how
to“ manual. The purpose is to provide a single source (umbrella) document that
a commander can use as a guide to determine what should be occurring in his
unit, or find a reference that will help answer questions about how to do thingsright. It is not intended to circumvent existing regulations or become the
proponent document {or any area or requirement. The real purpose is to save
time and help you manage your company in the absence of any other experience orspecific direction. The intent is to complement not supplant your battalion’s
guidance/policies.

2. The concept of putting together a guide for the company commander was an
ofishoot irom a Special IG Inspection conducted Oct-Dec 1985 in the 9ID (MTZ)
which focused on these main questions:

a. Are company commanders overburdened?
b. If so, then what are causes of overburdening?
c. what can be done to help reduce their burden and allow them to

concentrate their efforts on training and maintaining?

Interviews with company/battery cbmmanders, battalion commanders, and staff
_ officers were conducted. Additionally, a survey was administered to all 9ID
Company level commanders and the Company Commander’s Course was monitored and
attendees debriefed. Findings and recommendations from this inspection are
incorporated in this guide at the appropriate section.

3. This guide is based on the assumption that you are a brand new commander
with little experience therefore-some of the information may not be applicable
depending on your time in command and previous duty assignments. Additionally,
to help shorten this document some terminology used is intended to be taken in
the generic sense; company implies battery and troop as well and any use of"his" is intended to be taken to imply his or her.

4. The office of the IG has prepared this booklet calling on many sources of
experience in areas pertinent to commandership and in that regard may be
subjective on occassion. It is an attempt to capture, in time, what seems to
work best for many past and present commanders. We hope you find it useful.

Inspector General



II.
A. My philosophy on company command is well summarized in the followingquote by BG Claude Fernandez, a great soldier formerly oi this Division. Due toits timeless value, I restate it here:

"-Company command is the best Job in the U.S. Army! Go into command knowingthat.-If I wanted to be a successful company commander today, I would:-Be technically proficient on all company matters.-Train, maintain, take care of my soldiers.
—Read my bn cdr; centralize us decentralized? .... he’ll expect me to dothings his way most of the time.... define left - right limits and work withinthem.
-Hork with the battalion staff --- stroke the village idiot that doesn’tunderstand my problems.
-Love my soldiers.... they have to know I really care for them.-Anticipate potential problems - take corrective action before there is aproblem.
-Auoid extremes - be consistent - because the troops must know what toexpect. I would not ouerreact to crisis or flaps.-Establish priorities w/in company - my people must know where my prioritiesare to support them.
-Tolerate mistakes; counsel privately; get rid of repeat offenders.-Absolutely do not waste soldiers’ time.
-Talk to soldiers, let others be heard, have an "open" door.
-Be seen where the going is tough; get out of my office!
-Do ART 15’s after normal duty hours.
-Go in the barracks during off duty time; gain troops’ confidence; certainthey’ll tell me all I need to know(+). CSA calls this "footlocker counselling.“-Learn to live with equipment and personnel shortages.... it lg the Army’sway.... in peace and war.
-Set the standards.... it is all my business for standards!
~Check everything; decentralize and inspect.-Stress tough challenging field training and weaponry first.-Learn to maintain in the field.
-Plan ahead, pass the word, squelch rumor, remain flexible.
-Be careful not to publicly criticize up, down, or across.
-Coach my lieutenants.
-Support my NCO’s --- the first few times even when they are wrong.-Control excessive competition among platoons/sections.
-Lead by example, be positive, be myself, and have a good time.-Selflessness, honesty, and consumate devotion to soldiers, duty and Countryare the cornerstones when in doubt."
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B. Beyond philosophy, I would like to offer something I have found to bevaluable over the years; a simple template around which you can organize yourtime and your company work week:

MONDAY / AM : Time to plan, prepare and verify the week’s schedule withthe chain of command. NCD’s rehearse their training plans.
TUES - THURS / AM : Centralized training time ( "Prime Time“). Maximumnumber of soldiers in attendance. Minimum distractors. Battalion staffsupports training and battalion commander inspects.

TU§S - THURS / PM : Decentralized training time. Company commander’straining time. <

FRIDAY / PM : End of'week inspection focusing on‘motor park / motor pool.Maximum participation. Commander inspects vehicles and releases personnel frommotor pool. T t
|TRNG/ CENTRALIZED TRAINING

MAINT l I
PREP & co cola SUGGESTS
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i
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C. Finally I close this section with the quote that is framed on myoffice wail:

“The Army is getting more and more
filled with technical equipment, devices,
systems of various Kinds, but at rock
bottom the rmy’s business, its important
business, continues to be carried out
through the central instrumentaiity of
the soldier. "

--- Professor L.H. O’Neill
2 May 1967
TECOM Commander’s Conference
wSHR

DON’T FORGET THE BIG 3 ARE PAY, MAIL, AND CHOW.

MM
Donald S. Pihl
Major General, USA
Commanding

(5)



III. Company Systems:

SYSTEM- “ any formulated, regular or special method of pIan or procedure“.

a. This dictionary definition serves our purpose in that it simply states that
a system is a routine or in Army terms, the way we do business. Almost
everything that occurs in a company will fit into an Army “ system ". The
higher you go in an organization the more apparent (more formal) the system
becomes. The ability to understand the nuances of the Army organization and
where one’s own operation fits in is important to every company commander.

b. Traditionally the Army has not done a good Job of training the Juniorofficer in organizational skills. As lieutenants we were given a smidgen oftechnical skill training at OBC, a laundry list of references and sent to ourfirst duty assignments. Working closely with soldiers and NCO’s the Lt
developed, purely out of necessity, the "human skill" of understanding soldiers’
behavior and applying motivational techniques to get them to do things theywould otherwise not do. Experience and study have enhanced your technicalskills but the necessity to develop organizational skills may not have beenpressing up to now.

c. However, you have now assumed'command. You are now responsible for over 100soldiers and millions of dollars in equipment. You become the Junction box fordecision making. It is vital that you understand how to spread the workload
among many, establish routines, and make the unit run well independent of
yourself, so you can focus your energy on key problem areas. Your
organizational skill is crucial; and it may make the difference between you
becoming a micromanager (unknowingly) or the efficient manager who is free to
roam the unit. The discriminator may be whether you are working hard or working
smart.

d. To work smart, learn how to establish your systems and put all the "eaches"
neatly in their place. Define who does what, fix the responsibility, set thestandard, and check it.
For the sake of discussion we have identified the major "systems“ in a companyas:

A. Management
B. Training
C. Maintenance
D. Supply
E. Quality of Life
F. Personnel & Administration
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A. Management Subject Index:

1|

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Acronyms
Additional Duties
Administrative Inspections
Assignment 0+ Lieutenants
Barracks Visitation
Biotters
Chain of Command
Command Presence in Barracks
Disciplinary Measures
Commander Distractions
Executive Officer
First Sergeant
Formations '

Fraternization
Free Inspection
Management Style
Meetings
MTOE
NCO Support Channel
OPD
Open Door Policy
Rating Schemes
Staff
References For a Commander
Reading List / Guide Books
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A. Management:

General: Many Army publications have come to use the words leadership and
management interchangeably; while others claim that leadership is a "wheel" that
has management as its major "spoke“. Some say that in order to be a good leader
you have to be a good manager. The argument can easily become a circular one.
Consider this definition from the publication "Military Leadership".

“ Leadership: A process in which a soldier applies his or her beliefs,
values, ethics, character, knowledge, and skills to influence others to
accomplish the mission.... The soldier watches what you do so that his mind andinstincts can tell him what you really are-- an honorable leader of character
with courage, competence, candor, and commitment, or a self-serving phony who
uses troops and expedient behavior to look good and get ahead.“

As the commander, you are a leader by virtue of your position. Plans anddecisions have to be made; actions need to take place; controls needestablishing; and results need to be achieved. All this and more takes placedaily. You may not be very qualified to assume this role when you first take
command. The first and biggest step you’ll take as a commander is determining
when to inJect yourself, Your philosophy/policy, into the unit’s operatingsystems. Again there is no school solution on how and when to do this or whattypes of controls must be established. The following is a list of things(suggestions and ideas) that a commander may consider in the areas of leadership
and management.

As you go through this portion of the guide, you will note that we have
referenced some magazine articles by number which expand on points being made.
Refer to the reading list at the end of this section to match the number with
the referenced article.
l. ACRONYMS:

REFERENCES:’AR 310-50 , Authorized Army Catalog of Acronyms
DESCRIPTION: The Army uses a seemingly infinite number of acronyms,
abbreviations, and brevity codes. They will not go away and will always change
and grow. It would take 144 pages to list the current ones in the inventory.
Recommend you get a copy of the above listed regulation and keep it handy.

2. ADDITIONAL DUTIES:

REFERENCES: ARMY OFFICER’S GUIDE 42nd Edition,/AR 5-3, Installation Management
and Organization,/FM 101-5, Staff Organization and Operations, and $JD—Cin—20:3
DESCRIPTION:
a) The term "additional duty" is quickly falling by the wayside and is being
replaced by other guidelines for managing those duty requirements previously
covered by additional duties. Internal review checklists will be placed in the
back of appropriate regulations and will be the new tool to ensure appropriate
attention is given to these special emphasis areas. The goal of this move by
the Army is to direct each requirement to a specific, standard staff
organization rather than to a specific individual.
b) At the company level commanders will still have the option of using titleslike "physical security officer" or "voting officer“ to designate the individual
who will execute the program.



c) There is no single source document that lists all special emphasis areas
required at the company-level. Each unit has its own requirements. A
suggestion is to review the above references for those you {eel applicable to
your unit. The Army 0++icer’s Guide has made a pretty good attempt at a
generic Additional Duty Guide listed at the Appendix and so does the Armor
School’s Company Commander’s Guide (FKSM 17-10-3) . 910 Cir~20*3, Command
Inspection Program is explicit on what the division G-Staff expects of units in
the division regarding special appointment orders. The following is a list of
suggested areas where a commander ought to place special emphasis and affix
responsibility to an individual thus ensuring that it receives routine
attention:
(asterisk indicates appointment orders needed 19w 9ID Cir 20-3)

AREA

Accident & Incident Reporting
ADS
ADAPCP *
ADP Systems Security *
AER
Affirmative Action
Ammunition
AOAP

'

Arms Room
Athletics & Recreation
Audio Visual Support
AUEL/Dunnage
Awards
Basic Load
Battle Book
Billets Improvement
Blood Drives
BSEP
Budget
Bulletin Board Items
Calibration
Claims
Class A Agents
Clearance, Security
Communications
Contributions (AUSA,CFC,AER)
Correspondence
Crime Prevention *
CG (book)
Day Room
Departure Processing
Dependent Care Plan
Dining Facility
Distribution
Driver Training
Duty Rosters
EDRE

t

Education
Energy Conservation *



Environmental Protection
Equal Opportunity Program
Equipment Dispatch
Exceptional Family Member
Extra Duty
Extra Training
Family Life & Support Plan (Fam Advocacy Program)
Field Sanitation
Field Storage of Weapons, Ammo & Explosives
Files Management
Finance
Fire Marshall
Fire Extinguishers
Food Locker
Force Mod
Hazardous Cargo *
Hearing Conservation *
Hometown News Release
Indebtedness
Inprocessing<checklist)
Job Books
Key Custodian
Laundry
Leave Control/ Policy
Load Planning
Line of Duty
Linen Turn-in
Mail Control
Maintenance
Mandatory Training(Documentation of)
Marksmanship
Meal Cards
Membership Drives
Miles Equipment
Morale Support
Motorcycle Safety
Movements i
NBC as

NCODP
Network Security *
Non-Support
OER Management
Off limits Areas
DJT
OPD
Open Door Policy
OPSEC *
Uutprocessing
Overstamped ID Card
PAI
Parking
Pay a allowances
Pay Status (Verification of)
Personnel Management/Actions
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Physical Security *
Physical Training/PT Uniform
PLL & Review Board
PLL Certification
POM Packets
POU Registration/Safety Inspections
Privacy Act Coordinator *
Promotions
PRP
Publications
Public Info
Range Safety
Range Training Areas
Rating Scheme
Rear Detachment
Recall Roster
Reception of New Personnel
Records Management Coordinator *
Reliable Buddy
Reports of Survey
Reporting Requirements
Re-Up *
R & U

RSOP
Safety *
Schools (HT wT Certif)
School of Soldier
Security Clearances
Security Manager *
SEERs
Shot Records
Single Parent
Soldiers & Sailor Relief Act
Soldier Continuing Education
Soldier Problems
-Marital
-Financial
-Medical
-Discrimination
~Service Adjustments
Sponsorship Program
SGT
Storage Areas
Suicide Prevention
Supply
Swimming Training
TAMMS
Taxes
Telephone Control
Terminal Security *
TOC
Training Management
TUFMIS
Unit Fund
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Unit Movement *
USR
Veterans Benefits and GI Bill
Voting
Warrant Officer School
weight Control
Welcoming

3. ADMINISTRATIQE,INSPECTIONS:

REFERENCES:/FL Reg 600—4
MANDATORY ITEMS: Semi-annually
DESCRIPTION: This regulation is a relatively short one and clear cut. It talks
to the type of administrative inspections that a commander is responsible for
conducting. The Administrative Inspection is also commonly referred to as the
“Health & welfare" for it seeks, as its main goal, to determine the health and
readiness of the unit. These inspections may include the whole or part of the
unit, organization or installation, or vehicle. The types of inspections that
normally occur are:

i Health & Nelfares (Billets & Autos)i Urinalysis or breathalyzer
* Drug Detection Dogs

There is, as a minimum, a semi-annual requirement to perform an unannounced
inspection (Health & Welfare) of the entire unit. There is a requirement for an
MFR prepared 7 days in advance which specifies/requires:

a. Date, time, and extent of inspection.
b. Secured/retained by commander.
c. Results of inspection be annotated on MFR.
d. Maintained on file for one year.

4. ASSIGNMENT 0F LIEUTENANTS:

REFERENCES: @ID Policy Statement 614-4 30 Sep 85, Magazine Articles 50 & 53
PDCS: Gl,Sl,Bn Cdr
DESCRIPTION:
a) Initially Lts ought to be assigned as close as possible to troops so that
leadership skills can be developed early in their career.
b) Press hard to keep your Lts working with troops.

(12)



, EARRACKS VISITATION:

REFERENCES:,FL PS 210-11 26 Nov 1985, 910 Policy Statement 210-4, Barracks
Visitation 22 July 85, and 910 Policy Statement 600-8
MANDATORY ITEMS: Persons of opposite sex will not be together in the unit
barracks between 2300-0500 hours. Units must establish a written policy in this
area.
KEY PLAYERS: SDO, Unit Officers, NCO Chain of Commmand, CU.
DESCRIPTION:
a) when establishing your visitation policy keep in mind that the barracks is
the soldiers’ home after duty hours. Remember that if you cannot entorce or
check a policy then it becomes a Joke and may even weaken soldier adherence to
other policies.
b) The CG is a Key player who has to be well briefed on his responsibilities and
authority to act on behalf of the C0 and ISG. The CD should be checked by the
SDO who ought to review the visitors’ log and walk the hallways. The NCO
supervisors should be tasked to pay routine visits to the barracks also to check
the policy.

6. BLOTTgR REPORTS:

KEY PLAYERS: 186, X0
POCS: Post MPs, Div CMD Group, LED

. DESCRIPTION:
a) The Military Police Blotter Report is a daily summary prepared by Military
Police of all incidents which involved the MP’s. Entries can run the gamut from
traffic violations to murder. Copies of daily blotters are routinely sent to:
9X0 Cmd Grp, I-Corps Cmd Grp, DSEC, LEC and soldiers’ unit(MSC or Sep Bn).

b) It is used to measure incidents of indiscipline in the unit. Repeat
offenders can be tracked by keeping a log of blotters. It is usually the feeder
report which generates DA 4833 (Cdr’s Report of Disciplinary Action). Unit
commanders are expected to use the blotter as a tool to help screen soldiers who
are no longer eligible to possess security clearances.

7. CHAIN 0F COMMAND:

REFERENCES: Magazine Articles 20 & 21.
DESCRIPTION: There is but one chain of command in your unit. Be conscious of
the chain when making decisions and communicating orders. Always think of ways
to use it, reinforce it; highlight to soldiers and NCO’s the importance of
going through the chain and not around it. Be careful not to routinely bypass
the chain yourself when seeking quick answers or solutions. Insist that
subordinates give orders in their own name.

8. COMMAND PRESENCE IN BARRACKS:

REFERENCES:.9ID Policy Statement 600-8, 9 Aug 85
MANDATORY ITEMS: Unit SOP which outlines a program.
KEY PLAYERS: Chain of Command
DESCRIPTION:
a) A goal of this policy is to ensure that billets living environment is safe
and sound.

(13)



b) Unit commander and 186 should not be the only ones involved. Suggest a duty
roster {or key personnel such as officers and Senior NCOs. Develop a company
policy requiring supervisors to visit troop areas on weekends.

9. DISCIPLINARY MEASURES:

REFERENCES: 9ID SJA COMPANY COMMANDER’S GUIDE, Magazine Article #83
POCS:JAG
DESCRIPTION: There are means available to the unit commander to help enforce
discipline in the unit. There is no set answer for what type of measure to take
to counter a certain type of behavior. As a rule of thumb a commander should
recognize the power he has to impact on soldiers’ lives both on and off duty and
therefore should exercise caution when devising degree and type of measure.
Always consider the desired result of the measure.

~Can this soldier be salvaged?
-Impact on the family?
-Minimum or maximum measure available?
-Does this action set an example?
-Am I fair and consistent?

Before use of the Article 15 consider the following means available to the
commander:

MEASURE REFERENCE (Authority Level}

-Performance Counseling IAR 600-20, AR 335-200 (Chain Cmd)
-Corrective(Remedial) Training /AR 600-20, AR/27-10 (Chain Cmd)
-uithdraw Pass Privilege (AR 600-20, (Cdr)
-Suspend or revocation post exchange
or Class U1 privileges 4AR 640-3 (Post Cdr)
-Commissary Privileges ”AR 640-3 (Post Cdr)
-Removal from promotion list local ,IAR 600-200 (Cdr)
-Removal from promotion list(0fficer) /AR 624-100 (GO)
-Suspension or revocation of civilian
on-post driving priviledges fL SUPPL 1 to AR 190-5 (Post Cdr)
-Adverse conduct and efficiency rating fAR 623-105, AR 623-205 (Cdr)
-0ral or written admonition or reprimands IAR 27-10,/600-20,/600-37 (Cdr)
-Revocation of security clearance AR 604-5 (DSEC)
-Special efficiency report AR 600-200 (Cdr)
-Nithdraw specialty pay or
special duty assignment pay. (AR 600-200 (DA)
-Bar to Reenlistment JAR 601-280 (Cdr)
-Reduction for misconduct or inefficiency ,AR 600-200 (Cdr)
-Move back to post ,IAR 210-11 (Cdr)
-MOS Reclassification (AR 600-200 (DA)
-Rehabilitative Transfer xAR 635-200 (Bn > higher)
-withdrawal of Separate rations rAR 210-10 (Cdr)
-School of Soldier »AR 600—20 (Cdr)
-Termination of Off-Duty Employment ’AR 600-50 (Cdr)
-0ff Limits Firms, establishments, and areas -AR 190-24 (Post Cdr)
-Bar To Entry on Installation AR 210-10 (Post Cdr)
-Relief for cause [AR 600~20,623-105.623-205 (Cdr)
-Check Cashing Priviledges withdrawn ,AR 210-60 (Post Cdr)

(14)



10. COMMANDER DISTRACTIONS:

KEY PLAYERS: X0, ISG
DESCRIPTION:
a) Distractors, be they administrative requirements or requirements tocoiiect/provide data, could be managed by key company leaders such as lSG, X0,Junior Officers, and/or Senior NCO’s.
b) Degree of company commander ouerburdening is directly related to commander’sability to delegate, to hold responsible, and to monitor the progress of
subordinates.
c) How to reduce distractions:

-Map out on your daily/weekly calendar your routine for:
>Meetings
>Formations
)UCMJ
>Counselling
>Re-up
>Push the pen time
>Reading Distribution
-Set up a distribution screening system by setting guidelines for what goes
your box. You may want your X0 and ISG to short-stop many items.
-Have your phone calls screened by ISG and/or X0.
~Learn to say ”no" to some items, requests, or taskings.
-Go to bed every night knowing what your company is going to do tomorrow and

make it happen.

d) A survey conducted in Oct-Nov ’85 of 9ID Company-level Commanders showed that
commanders tend to spend a majority of their time on the following areas(in order of priority):

—UCMJ
-Re-up Interviews
-Maintenance
-Reading Distribution/Correspondence
-Chapters
-Training Policies
-Supply
-Soldier Personnel Actions
-0verweight
-Counselling
-Drug & Alcohol
-SEERS
-Training Schedules
-10Z Inventory
-Awards
-Meetings
~Discipline
-Documenting things
-Uehicle Turn-in’s
-EDRE
-Bars
-Command Inspection Program Prep
-Taskings



11. EXJECUTNE OFFICER;

REFERENCES: Magazine articles 85 & 86.
DESCRIPTION: The X0 is the second in command and fights the company when the
commander is not available. He usually exercises general supervision overadministrative matters in garrison. The commander has flexibility in deciding
how to use the X0. Recognize that he is a key member of your staff and give
some thought to how you intend to use him. Recommend you review the suggested
methods mentioned in the stated references.

12. FIRST SERGEANT:

REFERENCES:/§R 611-201, Magazine Article #34 & 35.
DESCRIPTION: The First Sergeant will be your principal enlisted assistant in theareas of command, administration, and training of the unit. He is expected to
act as the representative of the enlisted men of the company and supervise theiractivities. A detailed description of the duties of a'first sergeant can be .

found in AR 611-201 under any MUSC. The first sergeant along with the executiveofficer should normally handle the administrative work load for the company
commander and interface with the PAC. It is wise to sit down with the 186 and
enumerate on the specific duties you expect him to handle and how he is tointeract with the XD. A technique you may use is the Support Form to help spell
out his responsibilities and his goals. Lastly, remember that the size of your
admin burden correlates directly with how efficiently and wisely you use the
ISG. ‘

13. FORMATIONS:

REFERENCES: [FM 22-5
DESCRIPTION: Formations serve as strong, formal reinforcements to soldiers that
they are soldiers. All company size units need to have routine, daily
formations that serve to:

* Account for personnel.
* Communicate orders.
* Visually reinforce the chain of command.
* Develop cohesion and esprit
* Inspect standards

Units within the division have different policies on the number, time of day,
and participants. Here are some suggestions:i Don’t overdo the number of formations.

* Officers participate to check standards.

(16)



14. FRATERNIZATIDN:

REFERENCES:’AR 600-20, Manual For Courts Martial, HQDA LTR 600-84-2
POCS: SJA
DESCRIPTION: Although this information i5 targeted {or the commanders of units
which have both male and female soldiers, it is the responsibility of all
leaders to counsel their soldiers on the potential impact of fraternization.
Normally, fraternization refers to male-female relationships however, it also
covers the spectrum of relationships between members of different rank or grade
regardless of sex. The problem for commanders is that the present Army policy
is not clear. It does not say that all relationships are prohibited but leaves
a lot to the interpretation of the commander because it is he who Judges whether
the relationship is detrimental to the welfare of his unit (and Army). Dating
is not considered improper but one needs to be aware of the potential for abuse.
The key facts that you as a commander shouid be aware of, and some suggestions
on how to deal with fraternization, are:.- when a senior soldier has direct command or supervisory authority over a
lower ranking soldier, or has the capacity to influence personnel or
disciplinary actions, assignments, or other benefits or privileges, there is
strong Justification to limit social, commercial, or other than normal dutyrelationships.- Similarly, relationships that have the potential of creating an appearance
of partiality or preferential treatment for one soldier over another should be
restricted.

-Commanders’ Actions:- Articulate what is improper to members of their unit.- Counsel individuals concerned (Initial action).- If counselling fails:- Administer oral or written admonition or reprimand.- Reassign soldier(s).
—Commanders’ actions should not result in an unfavorable evaluation or

efficiency report, relief from command, or other significant adverse action
unless there can be demonstrated and documented either actual favoritism or the
improper exploitation of rank or position by the superior or some actual orclearly predictable adverse impact on discipline, authority or morale. The
adverse action must address the behavior which results from the relationship or
the actual or clearly predictable results of the relationship and not merely therelationship itself.
15. FREE INSPECTION:

REFERENCES: 4R 20-1 (Inspections), 430 Cir 20-1
POCS: Bn Cdr, IG
DESCRIPTION: The Free Inspection of a company is designed to be a diagnostic
tool to heip the new commander determine the current status of the unit,establish goals or standards, or provide assistance. Results are not intended
to be used competitively or as the sole basis for evaluation of past
performance. All newly assigned company size or detachment size commanders willreceive a Free Inspection within 90 days. Development of the 67-8-1 should be
accomplished in conjunction with this inspection.
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16. MANAGEMENT STYLE:

REFERENCES: CAS<3> Module E412 “Management", magazine articles 2,7,11, & 13.
DESCRIPTION: Everyone has a certain management style. Some of us are more
conscious of the type of style we use and others Just manage without giving much
thought to it. It is generally held that if you understand your managementstyle then you can use it more efficiently. In any case the following
definitions of the two types of styles may help you understand where your stylefits in to the spectrum:

i Authoritarian: This type of management is highly centralized, and the
manager personally makes all, or most, of the decisions for the entire
organization. Regardless of the size of the enterprize, subordinate supervisors
or leaders have little authority to make decisions about their work. The
manager checks on how things are going by personally inspecting and auditing
work in progress as well as completed work. The most significant characteristic
of this type of management is that the managers do a great deal of work that
their subordinates could do, or be trained to do, as well or better. Some
disadvantages are:
-Discourages independent thinking.
-Limits growth of subordinates.
-Manager has to "sell" ideas a lot.
—0perations grind to halt if manager dies or leaves unexpectedly.

* Participatory: This type of management is more decentralized where the
manager limits himself to performing work that only he can do best. He
supervises only his immediate subordinates not the entire organization. There
is more time for long-range planning and organization goal accomplishment.
Using this method, the manager includes the subordinate supervisors in the
decision making processes and in establishing and accomplishing the goals of theorganization. By allowing subordinates to participate, the manager doesn’t have
to sell ideas to subordinates to gain their support. Consensus is what drives
the modern Army.

17. MEETINGS:

REFERENCES: TC 26-3 Conducting Effective MeetingsC TC 26-1 Commanders Guide toOrganizational Effectiveness, BTMS, Magazine article #43.
KEY PLAYERS: X0
DESCRIPTION: Dne of the big distractors to unit commanders continues to be the
number of meetings the commander attends. Because time is the commander’s most
valuable resource, it is important to know when meetings are necessary and to
conduct them efficiently. The meeting can provide a valuable opportunity for
leaders to elicit ideas, suggestions, and objections about the accomplishment of
the group’s taskfs). Here are some suggestions on conducting meetings at the
company-level:

- Keep meetings to a minimum number.- Set a time limit (never over 1 hour).- Start and stop the meeting on time.- Keep different meetings separate (eg: if it‘s a training meeting then stick to
training related topics)- Develop a standard agenda for routine meetings.- Let the X0 conduct the meeting. You remain the manager.
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- Put meetings on the training schedule. This may help with attendance andattendee preparedness.- Ensure the purpose or nature of the meeting is understood in advance.- Consider your own leadership style and the impact it may have on the meeting.If you are more authoritarian than democratic, then participation may bestifled.- Consider the timing of your meetings relative to meetings at battalion orhigher.

18. MTOE (Modified Table of Organization and Eguigment):

REFERENCES: AR 310-49 The Army Authorization Documents System (TAADS)
KEY PLAYERS: 83,84,81
POCS: Gd,
DESCRIPTION: The reason MTOE is included in this section is because of theimportance of this document in managing people and equipment. The MTUE statesyour unit’s approved requirements for and authorizations of personnel andequipment needed to accomplish the assigned mission. It is the basis andauthority for requisitioning. 1t is critical that you understand how to readyour MTDE and that it coincides with the Property Book. This point is extremelycritical in today’s Army because of the fast pace of force structure transition.Here are some helpful hints.
i Maintain a current copy of your MTOE or Design Document.
* Study all the authorizations.i Ensure that your battalion or brigade has a program to review MTOE foraccuracy and change.
* You can submit recommendations for change to your MTOE. Remember that yourinput to MTOE changes will be felt by successive units.

19. NCO SUPPORT CHANNEL;

REFERENCES://FM 22-600-20
KEY PLAYERS: Non Commissioned Officers
POCS: CSM, ISG
DESCRIPTION: That formal channel of communication which exists among the NCOstructure that parallels and supports the chain of command. An example is the:CSM ) ISG > PSG > SL
N N

S4 NCO SUPPLY SGT/MOTOR SGT

In addition to passing information, this channel is used for issuing orders andgetting routine, but important, Jobs done. Authority for the support channelstems from the chain of command. Regardless of where the information or tasksbegin-in the chain of command or NCO support channel - the counterpart must bekept informed. Note: On meetings. If you normally have chain of commandmeetings separate from lSG’s NCO meetings be sure you and your ISG arecommunicating so as not to put out conflicting guidance and tasks.
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2Q. OFFICER PROFESSIONAL DEUELOEMENT (OPD):

REFERENCES:/FORSCDM Reg 350-1, 910 Reg 350-1, articles 50-54.
MANDATORY ITEMS: See 9ID Reg 350-1
KEY PLAYERS: Cdr
DESCRIPTION: Most formal OPD programs exist only at battalion-level or higher.
The program should be structured to isolate collective weaknesses, to establishstandards for leaders and to ensure proficiency. what can be done at the
company-level to assist the Junior officers in professional development? Thereare a few things a commander might do to supplement OPD.-Establish a professional reading list (see FL Cir 210-2 Suggested ReadingList); assign briefing missions.
-Haue officers present classes and/or briefings when possible.
-Delegate official correspondance writing to Junior officers to sample theirwriting ability.
-Make use of Officers’ TEwTs.
-Rotate officers through as many unit jobs as possible without creating undueturbulence.
-Have a routine tour for new officers of areas like:

-Support Battalion
-Class IX warehouse
-MMC
-Furniture Management Branch
-TASC
-Records Management Branch
-Any other areas you think would broaden their view of the organizationalpicture.

-Encourage Junior officers to enroll in Army Correspondence Course (DA PAM351-20)

21. OPEN DOOR POLICY:

REFERENCES: 9ID Policy Statement 210-2, Magazine Article #18.
MANDATORY ITEMS: Policy Posted
KEY PLAYERS: ISO, chain of command
DESCRIPTION: The Commander’s Open Door Policy is key to keeping the soldiers’faith in the chain of command. Commanders at all levels are required to makethemselves available to listen to soldier grievances and/or problems one on one.
Some commanders set up specific hours on a set day when they are available.This method may work however it also may be perceived by the soldier as toorestrictive. Another method is to make yourself available every day after dutyhours and Just require the soldier to make an appointment the day before, unlessit is an emergency. Be sure to post your policy on the unit bulletin board.

22. RATING SCHEMES:

‘REFERENCES:’AR 623-105,1AR 623-205,/DA PAM 600-8.
DESCRIPTION: The rating scheme is an important managerial tool for the commanderthat gets updated quarterly and is used in conjunction with EER/OER suspenserosters to determine when reports are due. The rating scheme depicts the rating
chain for OERs and EERs which should duplicate the established chain of command.



2§;__§I&EEi
"Higher headquarters is always messed up."

(Squad Leader’s View)

REFERENCES: FM 101-5
DESCRIPTION: The Staff, be they battalion, brigade, or division, exists for one
reason and that is to support you. However, the perception of staff efficiency
down at company ievei at times can be rather harsh. One reason for this
negative opinion is that staffs, in many cases, become the conduit for
burdensome requirements from higher and thus a guiit by association syndrome
develops. Battalion staffs generally make an honest effort to support the
companies but may have deficiencies in experience and training. How can you
help and use the staff?i Cooperate and Communicate (eliminate the “we/they" syndrome).

* Make use of Staff Assistance Visits.
* If reports requirements become too much then suggest a review of the

requirements.
* Suggest use of the telephone instead of written replies.
* If your in-box is filled with unnecessary paperwork then ask the staff tostart screening distribution before it gets to you.
* Question the necessity for battalion/NSC internal typing requirements at the

company level.
* If you find yourself working for the staff'then you need to sit down with

the battalion X0 and discuss the‘problem.

24. REFERENCES FUR A COMMANDER:

DESCRIPTION: There are some primary reference sources you can use to findspecific regulations, publications, and forms. The following reference tools
are a very necessary part of the commanders information research system. You
should have these available to you at all times :

B”PM”3TU:TT Consolidated Index of Army Publications & Forms (Microfiche)
Ff PAM 310-2 Index To I-Corps a FL Forms.

EL PAM 310-3 Index of HG, I-Corps & FL Publications
/FL PAM 310-5 Index of FL Policy Statements

{91D PAM 310-1 Index of 9ID Publications
9Ib‘PM\3+0’2* Index of 9ID Policy Statements

25. READING LIST / GUIDES:

REFERENCES: See Below List
DESCRIPTION: The following is a listing of suggested books and articles thatdeal with subjects on or about management and leadership that a Company
Commander may find helpful. You will probably not have enough time to read allthese references. However, you may have time during the lunch hour to get overto the library to read a few of the articles, most of which consist of 2-5
pages.
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goks/Mangals/Cogrses:

1-‘A Guide To Company Level Duties and Functions“- (Armor School’s Company
Commanders’ Guide -Jan ’86- Can be obtained by writing to: Army wide Training
Support (AwTS), FT Knox, KY, 40121-5211. Ask For : FKSM 17-10-3 Uoi. II).
2-"The Army Officer’s Guide"- 43rd Edition, Stackpoie Books.
3-"In Search of Excellence-Lessons From America’s Best-Run Companies", Peters &

waterman.
4-"Common Sense Training- A working Philosophy For Leaders”; LTG Collins.
5-“Making The Most of It- A Manual for The Army Family“; Bernath.
6-‘Company Administration-Desk Uork in The Small Army Unit"; Uirtue
7-"Before The Battle: A Commonsense Guide to Leadership and Management';
Flanagan.
8-Combined Arms Services Staff School (CA33)- Phase 1.
9-910 (MTZ) Command Training Guidance FY 86.
10-910 Reg 350-1 Training
11-910 Company Commander’s Legal Guide
12-Company Commander’s Course Reference Handouts- See 9ID 63
13-"The NCO Guide'- Stackpole Books
14-‘The One Minute Manager”- Blanchard
15-"Leadership and The One Minute Manager“- Blanchard
16-‘0rganizational Change Through Effective Leadership"- Blanchard

. 17-FL Cir 210-2 ( Suggested Reading List )

Magazine Articles:
(Taken from the Air University Library Index To Military Periodicals. Articles
can be found in either print or microfiche in Grandstaff Library or McChord
Library).

COMMAND/MANAGEMENT/LEADERSHIP

1. Responsibility: Essence of Command. Army 34: 39-41, May ’84.

2. A Perspective on Leadership, Management and Command. Mil Rev 64:48-57, Feb’84.
3. The Magician (the Army’s Small-unit leaders). M. McGee. lllus Army 35:4?-
48 Mar ’85.

4. Military Leadership for 19905 & beyond. O’Rourke IV. Illus Mil Rev 65:16-
28 Feb ’85.

5. Change of Command: Leader Succession in the Military Organization. Coye.
Au Rev 36:41-44 May-Jun ’85.

6. Leaders and Managers: Rewards Out of Balance. Illus Army 34:61-63, Aug ’84

7. A Meld of Leadership and Management. Fagan. Illus Mar Cor Gaz 69:34+ Jul’85.

8. Cohesion in a Non-COHORT Company. Hughes. Infantry 75:16-17 Jul-Aug ’85.

9. A Systems Approach To Command. Totten. Infantry 16-17 Mar-Apr ’80.

IO. The Company Commander: A Point of Contact. Arbuckle. Army 22-29 July ’81.
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11. lst Commandment of Leadership: Love Th7 Soldier. Kattar. Mil Rev 65-68 July’80.

12. Commandership. Clarke. Armor 52 Nov-Dec ’79.

13. Tips For Commanders: Taking Command. Olson. Infantry 43-44 Sep-Oct ’78.
14. A Microcomputer Can Become The Company Commander’s Best Friend. Brescia.
Army Log 22-23 Sep-Oct ’82.

15. Techniques for Effective Management: Motivation. Campbell. Army Log 49 Sep-
Oct ’83.

16. The HHC Commander. Sutterlin. Infantry 9-10 May-Jun ’33.
17. CSC Commander. Nixon. Infantry 35-36 May-Jun ’82.

CDUNSELLING/COMMUNICATION

18. The Open Door Policy: Communication Climate and The Military Supervisor.
Beck. Au Rev 36:45-51 May-Jun ’85.

19. An Approach to Performance Counselling. Benson. Chart Mar Cor Gaz. 69:63-
67 Jan ’85. ~ .

CHAIN DF COMMAND

20. Forging The Chain (of Command). LTG Ulmer, Illus Armor 94:30-32. Jan—Feb’85.

21. More Authority, responsibility placed on NCOs’ Shoulders at Ft Hood. D.Meyer. Illus Armed Forces J Intl 122:74 + May ’85.

22. when a Soldier Dies. Cpt Zeringue. Illus Soldiers 40:33-34 Apr ’85.
DISCIPLINE

23. Appearance, fitness and discipline--the marks of a professional. G.Butler. por Combat Crew. 35:2-3 Mar ’85.

24. AWOL Prevention. Hertling. Armor 34-35 Jan-Feb ’81.

ETHICS

25. Defining Moral Obligations: The need for a military code of ethics. R.
DeGeorge. Army 34:22-25 + Dec ’84.

26. Ethics & Leadership: The pursuit continues. N. Diehl. Illus Mil Rev 65:35-
43 Apr ’85.
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27. Men of Character, principles of honor? Boyd. Illus Army 35:22-29 Sep ’85.

FAMILY

28. The Family Readiness Program. J.L. Adkinson. Illus MarCorGaz. 68: 82-86 May’84.

29. Surviving The Hurt<Spouse Abuse). Taylor. Iiius Soldiers 40:22-25 Mar’85.
30. Helping Those Left Behind. Johnson. Illus Soldiers 40:35-36 Apr ’85.

31. The Rediscovery of The Military Family. Boyle. Iilus Interseruice 5:34-40
Summer ’85.

32. Violence in The Family. Illus AF Times, Times Mag sup: 4-6 + Mar 4 ’85.

FEMALE SOLDIERS

33. Gender Integration and Unit Deployment: A Study of GI Jo. Deuilbiss. Armed
Forces & Soc 11:523-552 Summer ’85.

FIRST SERGEANT

34. Top Duty: First Sergeant Takes Care of Two Things: (Problems and The
Troops). Illus Soldiers 39: 8-10.July ’84. -

35. The First Sergeant. Cronin. Infantry 39-41 Nov—Dec ’81.

MAINTENANCE

36. Identifying Quality Motor Sergeants. R. Buffkin. Illus Army Log 17:34-35
Mar - Apr ’85.

37. The Oil Can Tell (Army Oil Analysis Program). Adams. Illus Soldiers 40:34-
35 Jul ’85.

38. Good Maintenance. Durante. Infantry: 35-36 Sep-Oct ’83.
39. The Motor Sergeant. Fletcher. Armor: 46-47 Sep-Dct ’82.

40. The Maintenance Chain. Combs. Army Log: 33 Jul-Aug ’80.

41. Maintenance Flow Chart. Leonhard. Infantry: 13-15 May-Jun ’83.

42. Experience Taught Maintenance Lessons. Thompson. Army Log: 28-29 Jan-Feb’83..

MEETINGS

43. Productive Meetings: Planned or Chance? TIG Brief 36: 6-7, Aug ’84.
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MOTIVATION

44. Motivation & Morale--How To Get The Most Out 0+ Employees and Training
Programs. E.M. Harwell. Illus Interservice. 4:65-67 Winter ’84.

45. Increased Productivity through participative management. J. Leschper Armed
Forces Compt. 30:53-56 Spring ’85.

46. Don’t forget The Privates. Smith. For Illus Infantry 75:10—12 Mar-Apr ’85.
NCOPD

4?. Make NCODP Work. CSGM Owens. Inf 74:8-9 Mar-Apr ’84.

48. First Line Leader. Taylor. Illus Soldiers 40:28-31 Jun ’85.

49. The NCO’s Role. Campbell. Armor: 51-52 May-Jun ’79.

OPD

50. The Making of an Infantry Lieutenant. Pittard. Illus Inf 74:27-28 Sep-Oct’84. ‘

'

51. Educating Military Officers: Specialists today or generalists tommorrow?
Snyder. Illus Au Rev 36:4-14 May-Jun ’85.

52. Junior Leader Proficiency. Timmons. Infantry: 22-26 Sep-Oct ’84.

53. Training Lieutenants. Townsend. Infantry: 32—34 Jul-Aug ’83.

54. The Case For Professional Reading. Garland. Armor: 49-50 Jul-Aug ’83.

PERSONNEL RECORDS

55. Paper Chase (Official Military Personnel File Branch). Brown. IllusSoldiers 40: 6-9 Jul ’85.

PHYSICAL TRAINING

56. Aerobics: In My Army? Naworol. Tab Infantry 75:18-19 July-Aug ’85.
57. Building Morale Through PT. Petraeus. Infantry: 11-12 Mar-Apr ’83.

SAFETY

58. Lowering The Odds (at the Army Safety Center). Faircloth. Illus Soldiers39: 51-52 May ’84.

SEER

59. The_NCO’s report card. Oliver. Illus Soldiers 39:32-35 May ’84.
SOLDIER PROBLEMS
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60. Bad Checks--a recurring problem. williamson. T16 Brief 36:10-11 Dec ’84.

SUICIDE

61. Suicide--prevention must be everyone’s business. Moldeven. Iiius AF Times,
Times Mag sup: 13 Jan 14 ’85.

SOPS

62. SOPs That work. Infantry 74: 37-38, Nov-Dec ’84.

63. How To Conduct an Inventory. Kisseil. Armor:44-45 May—Jun ’83.
64. Change of Command Inventory. Maya. Army Log: 13-16 Jul-Aug ’83.
65. A Commander’s Approach to Property Accountability. Skrodzki. Army Log: 30-
32 Jan-Feb ’82.

66. Property Accountability:Another View. Robinson.Army Log: 10-13 Sep-Oct ’83

67. Platoon Inventory. Rodgers. Infantry: 35-36 Jan-Feb ’82.

TRAINING

68. Planned Training: A Key To Good Administration. TIG Brief 36:13-14, Feb 20,’84.

69. The way we Train: An Assessment. Illus Infantry 74: 25-29, May-Jun ’84.
70. BTMS in a Headquarters CD. Dreilinger. tab Infantry 75:17-18 Jan-Feb ’85.
71. MILES(Multiple Integrated Laser Equipment System) game equals training.
LeMoyne. Illus Infantry 75:39-41 Jan-Feb ’85.
72. Training and Administration. Rocke. Tab Illus Inf 75:25-28 Jul-Aug ’85.
73. A Measure of Skill (Individual Training Evaluation Program). Stack. IllusSoldiers 40:9-12 Aug ’85.

74. There are no excuses for poor training. Stoll. Armor: 47-48 Nov-Dec ’82.
75. Unit Training Management: An Approach To a Dilemma. Whitley. Mil Review: 53-
58 Aug ’80.

76. Training Management As Seen By The Commander. Armor: 60—61 Jul—Aug ’79.
77. Everything You wanted To Know About Ranges. Holdeman. Infantry: 27—30 Sep-
Oct ’81.

78. Five Point Platoon Training Program. Clawson. Armor: 47-49 Nov—Dec ’83.
79. The Company Training NCO. Cecil. Infantry: 43-44 Sop—Oct ’80.
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80. Training A Heaquarters Company. Hewitt. Armor: 31—34 Jan-Feb ’83.

81. Training The Headquarters Company. Johnson. Infantry: 40-43 Nov-Dec ’79.
82. Training Tips For The Combat Service Support Units. Taylor. Army Log: 49July-Aug ’83.

UCMJ

83. The Military Justice System and command accountability. C. Dunlap. Illus
Mil Rev 65:45-53 Feb ’85.

URINALYSIS

84. Urinalysis--a deterrent to drug abuse. Schmunk. Illus Tab TIG Brief 37: 8
Jan ’85. ‘

Executive Officer

85. 0n Becoming an X0. Swan. Armor: 51-52 Sep-Oct ’81.
86. The Company X0. Raugh. Infantry: 10-11 Sep-Oct ’83.
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B. Training:

Intro: Although training is listed separately from other areas, training
embraces everything that goes on in the company. This section is not a
compilation of all the necessary training references, but simply highlights some
of the more important concepts. The principal training references used here are:

/%‘9ID (MTZ) Reg 350-1 Training
* 910 (MTZ) FY 87 Command Training Guidance
‘*~9ID-(MTZJWCirw20-3 AppendiX'C; Command InSpectionmProgram
/9ID (MTZ) Reg 525-3 RSOPi Army Command & Management (Theory and Practice) 1985
* Training Management- CAS(3) Module E 308
* Common Sense Training- LTG Collins.

//* FM 25-3 Training in Units

For simplicity’s sake this section will be divided into four sub-sections:
1- * How to know what your unit must be able to do?2- * How to determine your current status?3- * Considerations in designing your training program.4- * Other training tenets; concepts, and terminology applicable at

company level.

1. How to know what the unit must be able to do?

, REFERENCES: FY 87 Command Training Guidance Chapter 2 (Battle Book), 9ID
/Reg 350-1 Chapter 4 (Battle Book/METL), CAS(3) Module E 308 pg. 47.

DESCRIPTION: As a commander you have limited resources (time, people,
equipment). Your unit can’t become proiicient in all the possible missions ortasks ever devised for a unit of your type. Therefore, leaders are forced toselect a number of important training tasks keyed to go to war missions on whichto focus their scarce time and resources. This is codified at each level in theform of a “ Battle Book ". Here’s how the process should work.

(A) The Division examines its missions vis a vis Nar Plans and develops:-Division Missions
-Division Battle Tasks

(B) The MSC and Battalion Commanders examine their missions as stated orimplied by Division Missions and Battle Tasks and develop more refined, unitspecific: - Missions
— Battle Tasks (Which support unit missions and Division BattleTasks.) - Enabling Tasks (which support battle tasks)

(C) The company commander should participate in the development of this“battle book" with the Bn Cdr and 83, and must understand the unit mission, howthe unit battle tasks relate/support mission accomplishment and how enablingtasks support the battle tasks. The process does not stop here for the company
commander:



- Training Modules are developed for each enabling task consisting of
those Training and Evaluation Outlines (T &E05) which identify the specificcollective tasks that the unit must perform in order say they are proficient.
The 83 should identify for you:- Which modules support which enabling tasks.

— Desired frequency of execution (considering proficiency loss over
time and personnel turbulence).- How tasks should be evaluated, when, and by whom.- How to develop good, simple T & E05 from current doctrinal sources
(eg:ARTEP manual).

THE BOTTOM LINE

After assuming command sit down with the battalion cdr and/or 33 and discuss theBattle Book process. You must understand the unit specific tasks that you will
be responsible for in training your company. Take that list of tasks and design
a matrix or any other device that outlines for you:

l TNG MODULE l Freq l Priority I T& E0 l Assessment<TPU3
l l I l I

TASK | l l l l

l l l l I

* TPU ASSESSMENT:

T=Trained - Unit can perform to QRTEP or other approved standards
P=Needs Practice - Unit could almost perform to standard, or could the last

time it tried.
U=Untrained - Unit has little or no familiarity with mission or task.

Once you know your training tasks, the frequency with which they need to be
executed, the priority of each task (criticality of the task to overall unitproficiency), the T&EO which supports that task (standards and conditions), andthe assessment criteria (how to determine trained vs needs practice vsuntrained), then you know what your company must be able to do. (Note: This was
an attempt to simplify a process on which your 83 should be the expert. Thereare other considerations such as Pre-Mobilization and Post-MobilizationTraining, not mentioned here but covered in the above references.)

2. How do 1 determine my current status?

REFERENCES: Same as "A“ above.
DESCRIPTION: To begin, ask yourself the following questions:- what are my sources for determining unit proficiency?- Where are we weak?
— How long will it take to get ready?
Nhat material resources will we need?
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These are tough questions to answer yet each month you provide vital inormation
which is used by your commanders to make Judgements on readiness:

-Physical Training
-NBC Certification
-weapons qualification
-Equipment operational readiness
-Overaii unit training assessment

Two thoughts to keep in mind when determining and reporting your current status;they are: a) Quaiity Control, and b) Participation.
a) Quality Control: Commanders must get involved with the quality of theevaluation of training. To wit: how do you evaluate the APRT? Do you train

your evaluators on standards? who verifies the PT cards? In NBC proficiency
how do you sequence the training and the test? For example: A unit set up the
10 station NBC proficiency test, gave the classes, and.tested the soldiers 5minutes after the class, then certified the NBC cards. were these soldiersreally trained? Another example: One unit on an M16 range in pouring rain didnot make provision for the weather and let the scorers use the paper score cardswhich quickly became soaked and illegible. How was the unit to determine whoqualified? 0n another M16 range determining qualification was nearly impossible
because several targets were inoperable; scorers were announcing the targetsseconds before pop up; and scorers were untrained on determining hits/misses.
The point is that commanders are.responsible for ensuring evaluation standardsare upheld so that the readiness he reports is accurate.

b) Participation: The process of unit evaluation should involve all levels ofthe chain of command from the lowest level practicable (platoon) to the highest(division). However there are many units that do not routinely involve platoonleaders/platoon sergeants in this assessment process. Here’s a suggestion on
how to do it:- Develop a Unit Proficiency worksheet that includes several echelons’missions and tasks (squad, pit, co). Incorporate as many sources of evaluationas you can and incorporate those related collective and individual tasks. Forinstance; draw upon the Unit Stated Enabling Tasks(Battle Book), UCC tasks,Mandatory Training requirements, NWTUI, etc. Issue them to each level andrequire the chain of command to use them in assessing their unit’s proficiency
on a regular basis. An example:

UNIT PROFICIENCY WORKSHEET (UPN)

MISSION/TASK 1st Sq 2nd 3rd PLT Priority Remarks

SL___l__T__i__T__|_U__l l |

#1 PSG__I__T__|__P__|_U__l___P l 1 l Module #4(AREA RECON) PL __l__T__l__P__l_U__l P l l

The platoon leader/PEG can use this to conduct training planning with the Squadleaders_and discuss training priorities with platoon soldiers. You can take allthe platoons evaluations and consolidate them into one overall company UFw.This technique routinizes subordinate leader input, and makes the training
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assessment process more accurate. For other examples of evaluation matrices see
FY 87 Command Training Guidance pgs 3-7 & 3-8, 910 Reg 350-1 p95 6-4 - 6-6, and
CAS(3) Module 5308 pg 52.

3. Considerations in desioning your trainino program:
REFERENCES: Same as above
DESCRIPTION: How do you organize Your training requirements and insert

them into your unit training management and administration system?
An example of a process is shown in the diagram below. You determine your
recurring task requirements, compare time needed to train with time available,
prioritize known weaknesses and mission essential tasks, receive guidance from
your battalion commander, and formulate your training strategy. A description
of each step is listed below.

(4)
(1) ‘ (2) (3) . ___ (5)

iGl
l Recurring l I I l l IUl l

l I l TIME I lPrioritiesl Ill l Training
ITask Requirements! + IAVAILABLE | + l & l + lDl = l Strategy
l l l I Iweaknessesl IAI |

I I I I I I INI |

ICI
IEI
I I

(1) Recurring Task Requirements: Identify all the individual and collective
tasks (generic and unit specific), required frequency of each, and cost ot
execution in terms ot time required. Examples are:- Training Missions (Battle tasks, Enabling tasks/Modules)- weapons Training Requirements (per 9ID Reg 350-1)- ARTEP weapons Systems Requirements- NBC Requirements- SGT Training- Miscellaneous Mandatory Tng Subjects (per 9ID Reg 350-1)- UCC

— Drivers Training- Maintenance Training
— Special Certification Training

Reference Sources:- Battle Book- AR 350-1- FL Reg 350-1- 9ID Reg 350-1- ARTEP Manual- Soldiers Manual- Trainer’s Guide- CTT Manual- SGT Manual
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Build yourself a matrix as follows:

SUBJECT I LDC l FREQUENCY I REF l TIME NEEDED l TYPE TNG
l l l I I

l I l I l

Ind weapons I LTA I AnnuaI I 350-1 I 8 hours I INDIVIDUAL
Qualify I I I I I

I l I I l

NBC Prof I LTA I Annual I 350-1 l 4 Hours I INDIVIDUAL
I I I I I

Mortar Fire I MTA I Quarterly I ARTEP I 9 Hours I COLLECTIVE

Example TOTAL 20 Hours

THINK EFFICIENTLYI: Organize events in such a way as to capitalize on time
saving opportunities. Consider the following techniques and 'code' each of yourtraining subjects as candidates for:

a) Multi-echelon Training-
b) Individual Tasks Training During Collective Training-
c) Concurrent Training-

r

d) wartime Training Combined,with Daily Operations-
e) Executable During Post Support or Mission Support Training

<2) Now that you’ve got a general idea of what training will cost you in terms
of time the next step is to determine time available:

-Subtract Holidays
-Training Holidays
-Other known time losses

(3) Compare time available to train with time needed. You will most assuredlyfind that you do not have enough time to do everything.
(4) Using Unit Proficiency worksheets and USR statistics determine unit’s weakareas. Prioritize critical tasks first and determine those tasks which, in the
absence of suf+icient training time, can be deferred .

(5) Solicit guidance from your battalion commander and seek his approval of
your analysis and training priorities. This is your training strategy; which
then should be translated as training guidance to your subordinates.

TRAINING MEETING & SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT:

-Let subordinates design their training schedules using UPws as much as
possible but remember that known weaknesses in critical tasks must drive yourtraining schedule.
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4. Othengggncepts ang terminologz agglicable to training:
a. ARTEP:

REFERENCES:‘DAMPam~310-l Numerical-Listin9.of Doctrinal and TrainigPUUTTtatTas.
DESCRIPTION: The ARTEP manual provides a concise training strategy toachieve proficiency for a specific unit wartime mission. The ARTEP MissionTraining Plans ties the ”how to train“ and the ”what to train" into a single

document, the Training and Evaluation Outline (T &E0). The T &ED describes aprogressive training program, from individual through battalion-level tasks, andincludes exercises, leader training, use ot devices and simulators, and othercollective training products. The ARTEP Unit Test (ARTEP UT) is a performanceoriented test program with expanded T &E0, enabling a more objective,standardized assessment of type units. The ARTEP, by its modular organization,is designed to let each T &EO stand alone permitting the trainer or evaluatorthe option of structuring his scenario in any sequence he desires. The ARTEP is
a year long continuous evaluation of your unit’s training posture relative tothe Mission Essential Task List (METL) established‘in your battalion’s Battle
Book.

b. ATTENDANC§7(At Training): '

REFERENCES: Common Sense Training page 40, 098(3) Module E 308 pg. 62
DESCRIPTION: One of your biggest challenges in your training programwill be to get your soldiers to attendVSCheduled training periods. It’s not assimple as it may seem. You should institute a policy that “fences“ certain timeperiods each day or one day a week for maximum attendance and preventsdistractors such as: appointments, details, taskings, phone calls, etc. This

concept is called “prime time for training.‘ You should be familiar with the'X, Y, Z, Training Cycle" concept. This is a simple rotational cycle whereunits move from Post Support to Mission Support to Mission Training. Rememberto examine the training opportunities which could be executed during each ofthese cycles. In the 9ID (MTZ) cycles at the brigade level consist of:- INDIVIDUAL TRAINING CYCLE (DIVISION SUPPORT BRIGADE)- MISSION TRAINING CYCLE (DIVISION READY BRIGADE)- UNIT TRAINING CYCLE (DIVISION PRIORITY TRAINING BRIGADE)

c. AUDIO VISUALASUPPORT:
REFERENCES: Training and Audiovisual Support Center located inBuilding 9641 in the Log Center; phone: 967-7916. Other key references:-4AR~71-7, Military Training Aidsr/AR 108-2, Army Training and Audiovisual Support
-;9A Pam 108-1, Index of Army Motion Pictures and Audiovisual Aids- DA Pam 310-12, Index and Description of Army Training Devices
-4TRADOC Pam 350-33, Educational Video Tape Catalog
—‘WRADOC Pam 71-9, Catalog of TASO Training Devices- ort Lewis TASC Catalog of Training Support Materials.
—,Fort Lewis TASC Catalog of Video & Film .
DESCRIPTION: There is a storehouse of training aid materials availableto-enhance your company’s training program. Recommend you tour the TASC as soonas possible. Put several people on TASC signature cards. Get copies of the

TASC catalogs. Make it a requirement that training instructors look through thecatalog.everytime they plan a class for possible training aids. Remember thattoday’s soldiers have grown up in the video age so it’s becoming more and moredifficult to get and keep their attention- TASC may help.
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d. BATTLE BOOK:,
REFERENCES:/9ID Reg 350-1 ch 4, FY 87 CTG Chpt 2.
DESCRIPTION: As previously mentioned the Battle Book is an analysistool designed to aiiow the unit to structure a training program for both pre-mobiiization and post—mobilization mission, and provide the format for the unitto transition from peace to war.

e. BSEP:
REFERENCES: AR 621-5, c2,qTBUppi‘13 éiD Reg 350-1 Table 6—4.
DESCRIPTION: The Basic Skills Education Program is the commander’s on-duty education program and provides soldiers the educational skills that willhelp them progress in their Army career. In coordination with the educationservices officer, commanders determine which soldiers should be enrolled in theprogram. Generally those soldiers who are below 9th Grade education levelqualify as candidates for BSEP.

f. BTMS:
/REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1
DESCRIPTION: Battalion Training Management System is designed to coverthe planning, preparation, conduct, and evaluation of training. Four workshopslasting three days are conducted_for the various levels of leadership within aunit: .- Trainer’s workshop: First line supervisors
Platoon Trainers’ workshop: Platoon leaders and sergeants- Training Supervisors’ Workshop: CSM and ISGs.- Training Manager’s workshop: Bn Cdr, Staff, Co Cdrs

Recommend maximum participation in this annual requirement. The result should
be a solid Long Range Training Plan for your company.

g. COACHING:
DESCRIPTION: The officer coaching process should occur from thebattalion commander down to the platoon leader level. This coaching processstarts with your initial 'free' inspection and carries on through weeklytraining meetings, field observations and counseling sessions with yourbattalion commander. Do the same for your lieutenants. The standard is thatyou want your lieutenants to talk about their first unit the way you talk aboutthe great start you got. If you didn’t get a great start, you should be evenmore motivated to get your lieutenants off and running!
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h. COMEAT VERSUS GARRISON ANALYSIS:
REFERENCES: CAS(3) E-308 page 61
DESCRIPTION: This concept refers to the principle that in order to usetraining time more efficiently you should combine daily operations with trainingfor war as much as possible. To help understand this concept see the diagram

below:

A. Wartime missions that
can not be trained as
part of routine service
or support missions.

C. wartime missions that
can be trained as part
of routine service or
'support missions.

B. Routine service or support
missions that do not provide
training for war.

i. COMMANDER MEETINGS:
DESCRIPTION: This was stated one of the main distractors for most

company commanders in a recent survey. Some unit commanders find themselves in
a situation where all they do is attend meetings and never get a chance to
observe training. The amount of meetings in which you participate will depend
on the type of unit you command. For instance, if you are "slice”
company/battery supporting a maneuver brigade then you may find yourseliattending that brigade’s meetings as well as those in battalion. Here are some
recommendations to consider which may help minimize meeting distractions:- If the other company commanders feel that there are too many meetingsat battalion, then speak to the battalion commander.- Seek to have most meetings consolidated in one or two days so you can
be free the remainder of the week.- Encourage the meeting proponents to adhere to principles on how to
conduct efficient meetings by: setting a time limit, stay on subject track, have
an agenda, prepare handouts for commanders.- Allow your XO or Bde LNO to attend meetings in your stead when
possible. - Keep company meetings to a minimum.
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j. COMPANY COMMANDERS’ COURS.i
REFERENCES: Fort Lewis School Command
DESCRIPTION: The Company Commander’s Course is a one week coursescheduled to be conducted quarterly. Ideally you should attend before you

assume command. If attending in the midst of command then make every effort notbe absent. Let your XO/ISG handle things in the company. The course will nottrain you to be a commander but will expose you to some key areas of commanderconcern and post agency points of contact. Have your 83 secure a slot for youas soon as possible. If you are unable to attend then ask your 83 or Division16 to get copies of the course handouts. You will find them useful.
k. COMMAND INSPECTION PROGRAM:

REFERENCES: 9ID~Sir~20-S, Command Inspection Program
DESCRIPTION: The proponent for this program is the 91D Chief of Staffwho has further delegated the conduct of the Division Command Inspectionprogram to the ACofS Comptroller. The program consists of two (two day)Division inspections by the G-Staff of a battalion within the battalioncommander’s tenure. 9ID Cir 20-3 contains all the checklists coveringfunctional areas that will be inspected. Recommend you obtain a copy of thisregulation which outlines tasks, performance measures, references, and detailedchecklists for areas to be inspected in your company.

l. COHPENSATORY EIME:
g

REFERENCES: ID Reg 35041 Appendix C-7
DESCRIPTION: All compensatory time for units above squad size will bereflected on unit training schedule. Compensatory time will be approved at MSClevel.

m. COMPETITION:
REFERENCES: Common Sense Training
DESCRIPTION: LTG Collins is not the only person who has written aboutthe uses and abuses of competition within Army units but he does give soundadvice:

l - When carried to the extreme the determination to be first can becorrosive.- Too much competition adversely impacts on training.- Competition simply intended to make statistics look good should beguarded against.- Be careful about using the phrase "get it done and I don’t care howyou do it.‘ This may be an invitation to steal.
— Competition at the company level can be healthy if controlled and hasthe goal of improved training and cohesion."

n. CONCURRENT TRAINING:
DESCRIPTION: Another way to use time efficiently. Groups of soldierstrain simultaneously on different tasks. These tasks may or may not be'related.Most common use of concurrent training occurs on rifle ranges when a limited

number of soldiers can be firing at one time. Instead of letting the remainderof soldiers sit around and waste time, have them train on known weaknesses.
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o. DLITION CERTIFICATION:
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix K.
DESCRIPTION: 15th Engineer Battalion is the proponent for this

program. Any unit conducting an exercise involving the use of demolitions
must have a safety OIC who is certified IAw the program.

p. DISTRACTORS:
DESCRIPTION: Training distractors come in different forms. Generallyspeaking anything that prevents or hinders mission type training during periodsdesignated as prime time is a distractor and needs to be eliminated. Most units

do PT in the AM between 0600-0830 (including time for clean up and breakfast).
The Corps CG has said that 0600-0900 belongs to the company commander therefore
your soldiers appointments should not be scheduled during this time period.
Remember that as commander you have the authority to "fence' a reasonable timeperiod to ensure maximum participation.

g. DRILLS:
REFERENCES: Common Sense Training, page 90.
DESCRIPTION: Referred to as either "crew drill" or “battle drill“ theyteach small units to react quickly and with some semblance of order withoutlengthy instructions. Most crew type weapons systems (e.g. Howitzer, Vulcan,

HMMHU TON) have formalized crew drills developed at the branch school. However
g
most units should examine the need for drills covering standard field movements,
emplacements, and emergency actions. For instance drills should be developedfor all sections:- Actions against ambush.- Air Attack- Indirect Fire- NBC- Movement into and out of a perimeter.- Defense of a perimeter.

(Check in with the Division Gunnery Office in Bldg 7E24 on N. Fort for examples
of weapon systems gunnery programs, "how to fight" manuals or other
standardized doctrinal references)

r. DRIVER TRAINING:
REERENCES:
AAR 600-55 (Motor Vehicle Driver-Selection, Testing, and Licensing),*FL Reg 385-4 (Motor Vehicle AccidentgPrevention Course),

13—19710 Reg 600—1 (Driver Qua: incatzen‘).
/-9ID Policy Statement 350-2 (Driver Training,

Equipment,Familiarization and Safety Procedures).
(-9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix H (Driver Training and Qualification)i-9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix w Annex A (Driver Trainer/TesterCertification)
910 Reg 350-1 Appendix w a— e 3 (Driver Training Program).
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DESCRIPTION: Your unit’s driver training program is something in which
you and your subordinates need to be expert. with the high density of vehicles
in this division attention to driver training is a must. Recommend your motorofficer manage this program and keep you posted on:- Licensed Drivers- Seasonal training requirements- Recurring training requirements- Pre-depioyment training requirements.

s. EDRE:
REFERENCES: See RSOP

t. EVALUATIONS: 9
REFERENCES: FC 25-20- A Leader’s Guide To After Action Reviews, CAS<3>

Module E-308 pg 137-139.
DESCRIPTION: Evaluation is a critical phase in the training managementprocess as it is the culmination of Planning, Resourcing, and Training.Evaluations are important because they measure performance against soldiers

manual or ARTEP standards and serve to show individuals and leaders where
performance needs to be improved. No matter what type of evaluation is used,
two considerations should influence planning for evaluations:

1. How complex, time‘consuming and resource intensive is theevaluation?
2. How do training managers intend to use the information?

For simple evaluations, the plan might be an outline or a list, or it might even
be unwritten. For more complex evaluations, the evaluation plan should be
developed as an exercise plan, as described in FM 25-4. A simple four stepcritique method that can be used,for collective (or individual) performance isas follows:

1. Get soldiers to describe what happened.
(Note: A great tool to help would be to use a Video camera currently availablethrough TASC).

2. Get soldiers to explain why their actions were unsatisfactory.
3. Get soldiers to describe how to perform correctly next time.4. Perform the collective task again as soon as possible.

Note: Evaluation planning is a critical part of the training process. Companycommanders must ensure that some form of evaluation of training takes place anddiscuss “how to evaluate" during training meetings.

u. EXTRA TRAINING:
REFERENCES: para 5-6,/R 600-20
DESCRIPTION: When an individual is deficient in areas such as uniform

and appearance, physical conditioning, preventive maintenance, etc., he or she
may be required to undergo extra training or instruction after normal dutyhours. Such training must be directly related to the deficiency, oriented toimproving the individual’s performance in the problem area, and reasonable inlength. It’s important that commanders understand the distinction between extratraining and "extra duty".
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v. FIELD UNIFORM POLICY:
REFERENCES:/9ID Reg 350-1 Chapter 5-5 e.
DESCRIPTION: Basic uniform for 9ID soldiers is:

-Steel helmet/liner/camouflage cover
-Pistol Belt/LBE/Ist‘Aid Pouch/ammo pouches/canteen, cup, cover
-Protective Mask.

This equipment will be worn at YFC outside cantonement area and at Ft Lewis when
past 05A Mock-up.

w. HIP ngggT TRAINING:
DESCRIPTION: Almost every day there is some unused time during which

most training can be accomplished. Leaders should take maximum advantage ofthis opportunity (“hip-pocket“) training time.

x. HOLIQAYS. TRALNING:
REFERENCES: 9’10 Reg 350-1 Appendix 0-6
DESCRIPTION: Training holidays are approved by a unit’s next higher

command.
,

z. ITEP:
REFERENCES:/9ID Reg 35051 pg 6-5,§R 350-37.
DESCRIPTION: The Individual Training Evaluation Program (ITEP) consists

- of three parts I) Commander’s Evaluations (ITPT), 2) CTT, and 3) SOT. Here’s
what to expect at the company level:

1) Commander’s Evaluations: Local unit tests of soldier proficiency on
those MOS specific or common tasks chosen by the cdr. The cdr can select tasks
that are known weaknesses (based on SOT or CTT results), tasks critical to unit
mission (those which support collective unit tasks), or infrequently performed
tasks. In the 9ID the Individual Training Proficiency Test(ITPT) is the
mechanism by which cdrs execute this. The ITPT is a guarterlz requirement which
incorporates both hands-on and written test based on soldiers’ manuals and STP
21-1(See 9ID Reg 350-1, Ch 6-3 b.).

2) CTT: An annual requirement to test soldiers on 17 tasks out of STP
21—I-SMCT directed by HODA. (See(‘AR 350-37 &.DA PAM 350—37). It is recommended
that the 17 CTT tasks be incorporated into the quarterly ITPT evaluation program
to practice the skills on a quarterly basis in preparation for the annual CTT.

d . 3) SOT: An annual requirement for soldiers Skill Level I thru 4 IAN DA’ -89. SOT is a performance-based test on Soldier’s Manual tasks. Testing
is scheduled by fiscal year and announced by DA Cir 3535gb. Each test is
administered during a 3 month test period which usually begins in the same month
each fiscal year. A SOT notice is distributed to units prior to the test
period. The notice is brief and usually contains a list of the Soldier‘s Manualtasks which are likely to appear on the SOT. After a soldier’s SOT is scored by
USATSC, Individual Soldier’s Reports (ISR) are prepared and sent to the soldier,his unit commander and the local MILPO. The goal is to return the ISR within 30
days of the test. Additionally Summary Reports for soldiers in the unit are
sent to unit commanders. Here’s how a commander should use SOT:

— Ensure soldiers are counseled on ISR weaknesses by supervisors.
.

- Have supervisors highlight weak tasks in Job books and concentrate on
them. - Use the Summary Report of overall unit weaknesses to quality control
what your subordinates are putting on the training schedule.- Make sure soldiers receive SOT notices in time.- Allow soldiers sufficient time to prepare for SOT.
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- If soldiers are to be tested on equipment not on hand in the unit
then coordinate with other units that have the equipment to have your soldier
train with them.

.h n;,ahr r;0z. Joe 300KB: /w:*" ’”'X”‘
REFERENCES: D”Pam'310:1 (fiche 14 for a iist of Job Books)
DESCRIPTION: The Job Book is a pocket iist designed to heip an NCO keepresults of commander’s evaluations. The Job Book lists critical tasks fromSoldier’s Manuals for the soldier’s duty position at his skill level. It is

developed for Skill Level 1 and 2 soldiers. It is used by the NCO to manage
individual training and will go with soldiers to their next duty unit to enable
trainers there to evaluate training resources needed. Squad or section books
may be developed to assist in training management. The Job Book may also be
used as a means of recording results of commanders’ evaluations. Commanders
should inspect Job Book usage and quality on a routine basis.

aa. LUNG RANGE PLANNING:
REFERENCES: BTMS, CAS(3) E-308 pg.64
DESCRIPTION: Your battalion SB‘is responsible for maintaining a 12 to

18 month planning calendar that should list:- Training Cycles- Required training or activities- Non-training requirements- Mandatory training requirements- Unit controlled exercises
You need to have a copy of this at company level if you are to plan your unittraining. Ideally this calendar is developed and finalized during thebattalion’s BTHS week. '

_pb. MANDATORY TRAINING:
REFERENCES: 910 Reg 350-1
DESCRIPTION: Appendix T lists Recurring Training Requirements for allunits. Chapter 7 outlines Combined Arms Training requirements by type unit.

Chapter 8 lists Collective Training Objectives. Commanders should use these
three sections in establishing their Recurring Task Requirements.

cc. MASTER GUNNER PROGRAM:
REFERENCES: Appendix U, 910 Reg 350-1
DESCRIPTION: This program is designed to enhance knowledge and skilllevels of gunners as well as maintenance procedures on the major firepower

systems within the division by:
-Appointment and training of master gunners at each battalion.
-Conducting monthly master gunner conferences. '

-Conducting special training courses.
-Monitoring and evaluation of gunnery periods and programs.
-Providing technical advice/assistance to units as required.
-Generally promoting cross-fertilization of good ideas.

Recommend all new commanders read this reference and pay an early visit to 9ID
Gunnery Office located in Bldg 7E24 on North Fort Lewis. (phone 4646)
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_gg, MEETINGS (TRAINING):
REFERENCES: BTMS
DESCRIPTION: Company training meetings should be conducted weekly IAN

BTMS principles. Attendance should include NCO’s to platoon sergeant level and
headquarters sections NCO’s in order to plan how to execute training. Here are
some tips:- Meetings are published on the training schedules- Mandatory attendance for key personnel.- Set a time limit.- Discuss training only.- Follow an agenda.- Cover:

-Key lessons learned from past week’s training
—Current week.
—Upcoming weeks’ training.
—Resources needed. Ammo, vehicles, Tng Areas, Tng Aids, internal &
external support.

-How you plan to evaluate the training.
-Instructor preparation.

ee. MODULES:
REFERENCES: FY 87 CTG.
DESCRIPTION: Separable components of an enabling task(s) in which

training can be broken down (refined) into that commanders and other training
planners use reduce the complexity of larger mission essential tasks. Training
modules can consist of one to many T &EOs.

ff. MULTI—ECHELON:
REFERENCES: FY 87 CTG, CAS(3) E-SOS pg 60.
DESCRIPTION: Another way to use training time more efficiently.

Soldiers are grouped by echelon or position then the groups are trained
separately, but simultaneously to meet specific training needs at their echelon.

NBC: 5/33 ju/Q)J_»
REFERENCES:’PID Reg 350- 1 Chapter 11, 9TD‘Cir 29-3 Appendix C-U
DESCRIPTION: NBC training can and should be integrated in with as many

training events/programs as possible. Look for opportunities on tiring ranges
and other events where concurrent training is appropriate.

hh. NCODP:
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix P. This annex has not yet be

published however there are certain aspects 0t the program that unit commanders
need to understand. This program like OPD should not become a social gathering
but rather have a legitimate training goal. It should key on known weaknesses
that are determined by:

-Assessment exams administered by CSMs and/or ISGs (Oral or written).
-Training observations by key leadership.
-Indicators such as blotters, UCMJ, complaints.
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ii. OPD:
REFERENCES: 910 Reg 350-1 Appendix 0.
DESCRIPTION: Most unit programs are conducted at battalion level andresponsibility rests with the battalion commander to establish a viable program.However company commanders should assist their battalion commander in ensuringthat the unit OPD program is structured in a way to isolate collectiveweaknesses, bring leaders and staff otficers to standards at their respectivelevels and to perform proficiently whether in garrison or in a fieldenvironment. The unit’s OPD program should not become a sporadic socialgathering

jj, EERFORMANCE ORIENTED TRAINING:
DESCRIPTION: The emphasis of the training should be the ability of thesoldier, team, or unit to perform the task being trained at the completion ofthe training. lt should be hands-on, paced to the needs of the soldiers beingtrained, and includes an opportunity to practice the skill being trained. The~clock should not decide when the training should stop. Rather the ability ofthe individual or unit to perform the task to the required standard should bethe determinant of the completion of training.

kk . PHYSICALrTRAINING:
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix G, Change l, FM 21-20 Aug 85.
DESCRIPTION: PT has been a much misunderstood program in the past and

some commanders have difficulty putting together programs that:- Build strength and endurance.- Develop unit cohesion.
— Are Fun!

Clearly if you approach PT as a bothersome requirement then so will yoursoldiers. Some key elements of a good PT program are:- Uariety: Don’t do the same routine every PT day.- Challenging: Have unit do some sort of PT every day; not necessarilyrunning. Take advantage of weights and aerobics.- Consistency: The program intensity should be cumulative so that byend of week you are doing the most intensive workout. Build up to 'fit tofight”.
- Professional development: Give guidance and allow NCO’s to executethe program.- Flexible: Have alternatives due to weather conditions.- Disassociate PT from punishment.

ll. PLANS:
REFERENCES: 63 Plans
DESCRIPTION: It’s important that company commanders are exposed to theOPLANS that generate mission requirements which in turn drive the battle bookplanning process. Recommend you get briefed on plans by your 83 or that yourbattalion requests a 63 briefing.

mm. REFERENCES (TraininQ):
DESCRIPTION: The two best sources which outline required trainingreference material are 9ID Reg 350-1 and QIB—Cind20-3~Appendix C-

s/é
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5’794 pb§
nn. PLLJTAMMS:( Trainigggggtification): ,2REFERENCES:-Ft”CTi’750-1, QJDwir 750-1

Appendix D, Annex A.
DESCRIPTION: The requirements for the training of maintenance personnel

in TAMMS and PLL are there to ensure quality control in both areas. It’s
obvious that commanders need to place good soldiers in these positions. Here
are some facts about the program:- Motor Officers,8ergeants, technicians, PLL and TAMMS clerks are
required to be certified within 9O days of Job assignment.- Supervisors will be certified in both TAMMS and PLL.- Certification score is 90%.J79 _;,FL Cir 750-1 Appendix A shows a Qualificaton/Certification Flow Chartdetailin commander training options regarding certification test attemptsYielding scores of < 70 Z or 702 - 89%.- Tips on PLL Clerk Certification: In light of the fact that thecurrent test emphasizes “manual system" and not “automated system“ currently in
use in 9ID(MTZ) here what you can do:i Have soldiers UJT in slot,before attending PLL course to assesstheir potential.

* Delay examination until they have several weeks of hands-ontraining and self-study monitored by their supervisor.i Offer an incentive for certifying.

chapter 5-7, 9m Reg 350—1

.22s_§§§i
REFERENCES: FL Reg 350-30, FL Reg 350-31, 9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix B

(Request for ranges, training areas), "Everything You wanted To Know AboutRanges', Infantry Magazine Sep-Oct ’81 pg.27-30.
DESCRIPTION: Range Control is the proponent that specifies all the

steps that must be adhered to when preparing and running a range. A few
suggestions on considerations that may help are in order:- Lock you resources in (ammo, ranges) as far in advance as possible.
Get the 33’s help in ensuring this happens.- Ensure an LOI/SDP is developed for each type range which specifiesall requirements and the 'how to". Once again the SB ought to be the proponentfor this. - Getting in and out of the ASP in a timely manner is critical toconducting ranges on time. You need to plan ahead; pre-inspect vehicles andhave back up vehicles Just in case.- Don’t waste soldiers’ time. The range must be ready when thesoldiers arrive. Plan the sequence of events so that non-firing soldiers areoccupied with relevant, concurrent training.- Don’t establish unrealistic safety measures (e.g. Colored safetyhelmets, white tape). Use the chain of command to run the ranges. Let thesoldiers take commands from the same people they would in combat.- Have a practice run before the troops arrive.- Check the targets (electric pop-up) well in advance to allow time for
range control to repair inoperable ones. '

- weatherproof your operation. If firing in the rain don’t allow
scorecards to become soaked and illegible.- In addition to the medic and other logistical and admin support the
armorer needs to be present with tool kit in hand.
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29. RSOP:
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 525-3
DESCRIPTION: The Readiness Standing Operating Procedures (RSUP)regulation is the document that telis all division units how they will deploy FtLewis to go to war. The EDRE program is contained within this regulation. Mostbattalions have taken the requirements outlined therein and created their owninternal EDRE SOP which outlines execution times and requirements. Suggest youtake the battalion’s SOP and create a list of time sequenced requirements forYour company to do in concert with requirements of battalion.

gg. SCHOOLS:
REFERENCES: 910 Reg 350-1 Appendix D.
DESCRIPTION: The guidelines for the requesting, usage and managementof on-post and off—post schools are in the referenced appendix.

rr. SCHOOL OF SOLDIER:
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1 Annex I-I
DESCRIPTION: A program of special training designed to correctdeficiencies in basic soldiering. Care’should be taken to ensure soldier rightsare not violated and the program doesn’t become a front for institutionalharassment. It must be scheduled on the unit training schedule and permissiongranted IAN the aiforementioned reference.

ss. SOPs:
REFERENCES: 'SOPs That work', Infantry Nov-Dec 1984.
DESCRIPTION: The classic purpose of a tactical SOP is to standardizeroutine, recurring operational and combat service support procedures; proceduresthat always apply except when modified by company order. A good SOP should:- Be a written record of how a unit goes about accomplishing itsmission. '

- Quickly tell soldiers about subjects that are unique to the unit.- Be the unit’s best source of institutional memory.- Reduce the need for communicating instructions.
Nays of creating an SOP and considerations:

- Copy a good SOP from another unit and make necessary adaptations.” - Develop an SOP from scratch using guidelines found in Appendix G of‘ST 7-150. - Have key chain of command (officers and NCO’s) participate in itsdevelopment.- SOP should include a detailed discussion of duties andresponsibilities of the different positions in the unit.- Information critical to unit’s operation and that might be overlookedor forgotten also should be included.- An SOP should be easy to carry, easy to keep clean in the field, andeasy to change.- An SOP should be reviewed frequently. A good time for this is when aunit returns from a field problem.
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tt. §g§TAINM§NT TRAINING:
REFERENCES: 9ID CTG Chapter 1, para 3. b
DESCRIPTION: The concept is that in order to sustain a skill one must

train to high standards frequently enough to prevent skill decay or to train new
people. At some interval, individual and collective training must be repeated
so proficiency is sustained. In other words you must not only identify which
are your critical tasks but you must also identify the frequency of repetition
based on personnel turnover rate as well as how quickly that skill decays.

uu. TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY (Officer):
DESCRIPTION: This refers to what is expected of our Junior officers.

A major goal of you as commanders ought to be in ensuring your lieutenants are
proficient in:- Map reading/terrain appreciation.- Communication procedures.- weapons and weapon system emplacement/operation and capability.
what can you do to achieve‘this:

- Have knowledgeable NCO’s train new Lts on weapons. (Have Lts become
crew members or weapon’s operators for a short period).- Require that Lts (Plt Ldrs) emplace weapons.

vv. TRAINING & EVALUATION OUTLINE (T &EO):
REFERENCES: FM 25-3 Training in Units
DESCRIPTION: The T &EO is the basic element of the division’s training

program. T &EOs are derived or taken directly from soldiers’ manuals and unit
related ARTEP manuals. The T &EO tells “what to train" and "how to train". See
the above mentioned reference for sample T &EO’s that can be developed at
company level.

ww. TRAINING GUIDANCE;
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1 Chapter 2 Annex A
DESCRIPTION: The training guidances in the form of written documents a

company commander should expect to use to plan his own training are:

-9ID Command Training Guidance
-MSC Training Guidance
-Battalion Quarterly Training Guidance

xx. TRAINING SCHEDULES:
REFERENCES: 9ID Reg 350-1 Appendix 8-3 e. and Annex C-2
DESCRIPTION: Company Commanders will submit draft schedules to next

higher headquarters 5 weeks out. Here are some tips on training schedules:- Have published schedules at least 2 weeks out.- Post all published schedules to bulletin board.- Have your XO and Tng NCO quality control input. Using proficiency
worksheets have platoons justify subjects they plan to train on.- Make sure instructors are identified and that they understand
requirements.
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4yy. Unit Maintenance Management Traininq (UMMT):
REFERENCES: Appendix S, FL Reg 350-1, UMMS-84-1-2
DESCRIPTION: The UMMT is the maintenance equivalent to BTMS. It is a

40 hour (1 week) program conducted by the MAIT (Maintenance Assistance
Instruction Team) with augmentees from EMIT. It is designed to enhance
maintenance understanding within a battalion. Each battalion will participate
once a year in the program. The participants are the battalion commander down
through first line supervisor. Here are some other facts about the program:-It’s a hands-on workshop format.

-Takes place in the battalion area (motorpools).
-Instructors use the unit’s organic equipment.
-Maximum attendance is required.
-Students receive an overview of maintenance indicators.
—The program is patterned after the UMMS 84-1-2 self-paced course.

zz. wEEKEND/HOLIDAY TRAINING:
REFERENCES: 910 Reg 350-1 Appendix C-S -

DESCRIPTION: Units desiring to conduct training on weekends, orholidays must have the approval of the appropriate ADC.
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C. Maintenance Subject Index:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

. 20.
21.
22.
23.

ANNEX C-l

AOAP
Calibration
Communications Equipment
Crosschecking
Deadline Report(2406)
Document Register
Dispatch Procedures
Fleet Audit
Generators
Hearing Conservation
Maintenance Incentive Award
Maintenance Officer
Motor Pool Organization
MPL
PLL & Review Board
PMCS
POL
Recovery Equipment
Safety
Services
Support Battalion
weapons
Weapons Upgrade Program

Crosschecks:

-0perational Records
-Maintenance Records
-Historical Records
-Repair Parts Supply Records
-Sample Forms

-2401
-1970
-314
-2404
~2407
-2408-4
-2408—14
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C. Maintenance:

——-—1'AMP:
[14$

°/‘ 7-34-3th}

REFERENCES: “DA PAM 738-750, 910 Cir 750-1 par§5:9, FL Reg 750-4, DA PAM
750-5,,TB 43-0106, TB 43-0210, AR 750-22.-P 415 ”k ?€b~/

DESCRIPTION: The Army 0i] Analysis Program is where oil samples are taken
from vehicles to identify potential expensive engine problems before they occur.
There is a requirement to have your AOAP manager and alternate certified on AOAP
system and that training of operators is conducted. Recommend that commanders
spot check paperwork monthly and check to ensure oil samples are routinely
taken.

Key Players: Maint Ofiicer, Motor Sgt
POC: ADAP Lab at Log Center

2. CA TIDN:

REFERENCES: /TB 750-25, 9ID Reg 750-1, Unit Calibration Printout
DESCRIPTION: This program covers most Test Measurement and Diagnostic

Equipment<TMDE). The unit calibration printout will list all pieces of
equipment requiring calibration and at what frequency. If an ADP system is not
used to track calibration then you should review DD 314’s to see if calibrationis accomplished and that 314’s are updated to reflect current status.

Key Players: Calibration NCO, Maint Officer
3. COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT:

REFERENCES: 9}D-E+r—20-3 (Appx C-IU),'SB 11-131 (Vehicular Radio Sets and
Authorized Installations).

DESCRIPTION: Comma equipment often takes a back seat to the vehicle and
weapon system [in unit maintenance programs]. The first hurdle for the new
commander in the commo arena occurs during the change of command inventory_where
he must identify and account for end items and components of three categories of
equipment which appear on the property book; radios sets, installation kits, andaccessory kits. This task can be made a lot easier if the commander researches
beforehand and identifies the separate components of each item. One of the mosthelpful manuals available is SB 11-131 which details all communication
equipment. Additionally, you should ensure technical manuals(-10) are availableto operators for each radio set and that commo equipment services are scheduled
on DD 314’s and completed as required.

Key Players: Commo NCO, Maint Officer, Plt Ldr and PSG
POC: 9th SIG ELM

4. CROSSCHECKING: llI w1,5,7

REFERENCES: 91%Appx o-v.
DESCRIPTION: As comm a you do not have time to check everything ingreat detail or depth. But one thing you can do in the motor pool is select one

or two areas to spot check each visit. You can also assign a task of spot
checking some area routinely to each of your officers or senior NCO’s. To dothis you have to learn to crosscheck one form or area with another since
everything in TAMMS is interrelated. Here are suggestions:

- Crosscheck PLL Listing with 2406 to ensure no parts are on hand for
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equipment listed on 2406.- Crosscheck 314 with 2406 & 2407 to see if down time T§mborrect+y
posted. 1

- Crosscheck ADP Listing with equipment calibration sticker and/orcalibration listing.- Crosscheck dispatch 1970 with 2401 equip control log see if they
match.

(These are sample checks that would only take you a few minutes. Take a look at
the reference listed in the annex to this section entitled "INSPECTION POINTS
AND CROSS CHECKS FOR OPERATIONAL, MAINTENANCE, HISTORICAL, AND REPAIR PARTS
SUPPLY RECORDS".)

5. DEADLINE REPORT<2406):

REFERENCES: DA PAM 733-750 page 131, 610 Cir 750-1 page 1-6, 4-6, 4-2.
DESCRIPTION: The unit’s daily 2406 is something that commander’s must

be involved with routinely to assess decisions about whether equipment is
deadlined or not. Question parts on order, Job order numbers, PFO time, etc.Additionally, the commander needs to establish a system to validate status ofvehicles not listed on deadline report (ie: spot checking) since operator PMCS
feeds the 2406. The chain of.command must be familiar with 2406 status of theirvehicles.

Key Players: Maint Officer, Motor Sgt, TANHS Clerk.
6. DOCUMENT REGISTER.

;” S/S
REFERENCESMDA PAM 738-750, -He-tir '2‘6‘-3 Appx D—v, Unit Supply Update

#8 , 710-2-2 p9136, 710-2 Table 2-2 pg 10.
DESCRIPTION: The document register in the motor pool contains

information on parts transactions. Misuse of the requisition system throughover-ordering or malutilization of the priority designator reduces theefficiency of the PLL system which, in turn, hampers readiness Army-wide. Hereare some commander actions and checks that should be made:

- High priorities are restricted to NHCS equipment (Ref: Unit Supply
Update 710-2-1 pg 5 para 2-2).- Commander signs high priorities daily.- Open requisitions have a status indicated.- 03 requisitions appear on 2406 report.

— Be alert to unusual patterns of ordering items that are pilferable orof large quantities being ordered.- Eliminate the practice of using a work copy document register.- Check that parts received are logged in immediately and replaced in atimely manner.

Key Players: PLL Clerk, Motor Officer/NCO
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7. DISPATCH PROCEDURES:
, 0y;REFERENCES:/6h PAM 738-750 para 2-2 pg 96, an4H+—?So-1

DESCRIPTION: The way a unit dispatches vehicles and generators will
impact on the overall condition of its equipment. Here are a few tips on the
dispatching system:

-Have your dispatcher check military licenses prior to dispatching.
-Check 2401 Dispatch log against 1970’s to see if operators are

returning dispatches to TAMMS clerk.
-Check DD 314 to ensure vehicles dispatched were not overdue services.
-Check 1970’s to ensure they are released by signature from official

user.
-Check equipment ownership to ensure assigned operators or assistants

are the only persons dispatching their vehicles.
-Check equipment record folder (log books) for all necessary equipment

forms IAU Chap 2-3 DA PAM 738-750.
=2404 (daily)
=2408-14 (deferred maint)
=DD 1970 (dispatch)
=SF 91, DD 518 (accident forms)

Key Players: TAMMS Clerk, First Line Leader

8. FLEET AUDIT: (Validation of 2506 process):

DESCRIPTION: when you sign the 2406 ask yourself, "how much confidence
do I have that this truely reflects my maintenance status?". To verify
consider the following steps:

-Test your operators on PMCS ability and verify leader ability since
they are generally the decision makers who first identify vehicle problems.

-Have unit leaders sign the 2404 daily ensuring that unit standards wereadequately applied.
-Have your maintenance NCO routinely sample (inspect) a percentage ofunit’s vehicles not listed on the deadline report.
-Consider using a unit rollout program to test maintenance readiness.
Key Players: Motor Officer/NCO

9. GENERATORS:

REFERENCES:(DA PAM 738-750
DESCRIPTION: An often neglected area in some maintenance programs isgenerators. Generator maintenance is frequently reactive instead of preventive

and difficulties occur under continuous field use. Here are suggestions on howto manage your generators:
- Get manuals (-10/20) for all generators.- Assign an operator and leader to each generator.- License both on generator.

Check generator PMCS.
Check generator services as you would vehicle service.I - Ensure generators are dispatched like vehicles and that hours

operated as well as POL used are logged on 1970. ‘
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- Consider carefully before centralizing generators under maintenancesection as this may adversely impact on operator and leader maintenance training
and responsibility.

Key Players: Motor Officer/NCO

10. HEQRING CONSERVATION:
//// 7 - 5/2

REFERENCES: AR 40-5,'TB Med 501,’FE/Reg 40-2, QfD—Cir*20-3 Appx A-XVI.
DESCRIPTION: Hearing conservation is a chain of command responsibility.

Lack of emphasis in units routinely exposed to noise hazards costs the Army andsoldier. Here are hearing conservation facts and hints:
— Decibel<dB) levels of 85 continuous or 140 impulse are considered

hazardous.- High dB levels will cause hearing loss and mental stress.- Audiometric evaluations are required annually on all soldiers.
Noise hazard areas are required to be posted.
Hear of hearing protection is mandatory for all soldiers.- Soldiers who carelessly or deliberately violate hearing conservationregulations regarding wearing of‘protective devices are subject to disciplinaryaction under UCMJ. -- Unit commanders can request hazardous noise evaluations 0+ unit workareas by contacting the Environmental Science Office at TMCl.

Key Players: Chain of Command
PDC: Environmental Science TMC#1

11. MAINTENAECE INCENTIUE AWARD:

REFERENCES: QLD'Cirwi50ni page 4-4.
DESCRIPTION: Commanders can encourage soldiers to do well by

recommending deserving drivers and mechanics for drivers and mechanics badges.
MSC and separate battalion commanders are authorized to approve these awards.Badges are available through clothing sales stores.

Key Players: Chain of Command, TAMMS Clerk

__g. MAINTENANCE OFFICER: 4g.
055 ’ {N f

REFERENCES: 9%9—6ir—750‘1,’FN 23-2 (Org Maint Ops), FM 43-1-1 (OrgMaint Managers Guide-Indicators List), 1 43-1 (Org Maint Manager’s Guide),Maintenance Management Update Handbook #3-7, Maint Management Improvement
Program Deficiencies Cir4750-83-3, UMMS 84-1-2 (Unit Maint Management System).DESCRIPTION: Your maintenance officer occupies a key position in theestablishment and sustainability of the unit’s maintenance program. Recommend
you get the Maint Officer school trained in TAMMS/PLL as soon as possible. Anadded benefit would be to send him to the Motor Officer’s course at Ft Knox.
Once the maintenance officer gets familiar with the Job you need to discussspecific areas for which he is responsible. Recommend you have the maintofficer get involved with company maintenance production during the normal dutyday. Make sure he trains his subordinates on development of the 2406 and that
he reviews the final product before it gets to you. Have him develop a unittraining plan for maintenance which is routinely incorporated in the training

w

‘
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planning process. He must be a participating member in unit training meetings
and he should be your expert on specific mechanic, leader and operator
maintenance knowledge levels. Make sure he develops a realistic unit
maintenance SOP that the chain of command understands and supports.

13. MOTOR POOL ORGANIZATION:
/ CL

REFERENCES:’M 29-2, FHJga-4, Unit SOP
DESCRIPTION: There’s an old saying that goes, "if it looks squared awayit probably is squared away.‘ There is no reason your motor pool can’t be as

organized as Sears Automotive Repair Shop. Generally speaking, the better
organized the shop the better quality maintenance is performed because operators
and mechanics will take more pride in their work. If you are not pleased with
the general layout, or you want some ideas about setting up a quality shop, then
you ought to get out and visit other motor pools. Again generally speaking, if
your motor pool does the following things then you probably have a good set up:- Tool Room: Have a separate room and a full time keeper who is sub-hand
receipted for the tools. Make sure he has users sign tools in and out daily andthat his room is secured at all times. Recommend all tools be returned by COB
and that tools do not go outside the company. Tools should be inspected forcleanliness and serviceability.(8upply Update #8 710-2-1 pg 31 para G, 710-2 pg15 para 2-7.1, 710-2-1 para 6&3 pg 23)

_

- Work Flow Management: The work load for mechanics should be scheduleddaily. Mechanics should know what is to be accomplished the following day and
new work should be routinely prioritized with old work remaining.4 Recommend a
work status chart be used to assign work. (DA PAN 750-1,’FM 29-2, FM 43-1-1)- Publications: Recommend the motor pool have a reference library and work
copy library of operator manuals, organizational maintenance manuals, and parts
manuals. The work copy library is the set of books that gets dirty from routine
mechanic and operator use. The TAMMS clerk should sign the manuals out similar
to the way tools are signed out. (DA—BAM_340=41, ’5<L- Cleanliness: The nature of motor pools makes them dirty places however
there are habits that can be developed:

* Mechanics need coveralls.i Absorbant compound should be on hand for POL spills.
* Clean supply of rags available.i Clean vehicles at washrack before services.
* Have a designated smoking area(butt can available).
* Mechanics should have a place to wash.
* Motor pool should be swept COB daily.- PLL Room: Should be secured. PLL organized and access limited to PLLclerk.- Parts Bins: Should be secured. Repair parts should be tagged with vehicle

number and date it was placed in bin.- Air Compressor: Operational (with air gauge) and with easy access.- Scrap material: Collected in a centralized area.- Bays: Clean with sufficient lighting, ventilation.- Key Control: Keys controlled, issued to authorized people, returned and
properly secured.

Key Players: Motor Officer/NCO
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14. MPL:

REFERENCES:/D§ PAM 710-3,/DA“PAM 710-2-1, Appx J.
DESCRIPTION: The Combat PLL/ASL Program is an effort to make present

demand supported peacetime PLL’s and ASL’S more "combat ready". This will be
done by requiring units to stock selected essential repair parts to sustain
their equipment in combat. This selection will be keyed to individual end
items, with the repair parts selection being termed a Mandatory Parts List
(MPL). Not all end items will be provided with an MPL, just those that are
critical to your unit’s mission. End items on which MPL’s are being developed
are listed in DA Pam 710-2-1, Appx J.

Key Players: Motor Officer, PLL Clerk
POC: DMMC Class IX

15. PLL:

7 REFERENCES: 9&0 Cir 750-1'Appx G-1,-9?-6ir—29—31 AR-PTU=2=TT TM L-32—
11, Unit Supply Update 710-2-1 Chapt 8 pg 25.

DESCRIPTION: Ask yourself the following questions about your PLL:
-Are listed stockage levels consistent with on-hand quantities?
-Do you or any of your‘senior leaders attend the PLL review board each

quarter?
~Nill your PLL be adequate for combat or any field exercise?
-Are reconciliation listings used and posted to document register?
-Are parts secured?
-Is PLL inventoried monthly?
-How mobile is the PLL?
-Do you have excess PLL due to overordering because of anticipated use?

Key Players: Motor Officer, PLL Clerk
P00: DMMC Class IX

16. PMCS:

7 REFERENCES: -10 manual
DESCRIPTION: PMCS in most units is usually what drives the equipment

readiness. Deadlined vehicles are rarely discovered/reported using methods
other than PMCS; therefore the quality of operator PMCS is vitally important.
Recommend that:

- There are sufficient TM’s for all equipment.- PMCS be considered the training tool that gives operators the ability
to maintain<fix as required) equipment mobility in combat.- Check leader ability to execute quality PMCS.- Ensure leaders supervise operator PMCS.- Have motor sgt check a percentage of PMCS’s that are turned in and
provide you the results.- Check vehicle, trailer, generator, weapon system, and commo equipment
PMCS.

. Key Players: Chain of Command
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17. POL:

REFERENCES: 9TD’fTF“758-4,;T§I703-2, TM 5-678
DESCRIPTION: Here are a few suggestions on managing your POL:

- Check that POL dispensing equipment is maintained (PMCS).- Is you TPU operable?
s Fire & Safety hazards?- Tanks secured and weather proofed?- Grounding equipment in working condition?- POL handler trained, licensed, & certified?- POL products accounted for?- Industrial gases properly stored?- POL spills controlled?- POL products being forecasted/ordered in preparation of services?

Key Players: Motor o++icer/P0L Handler

18. RECOVERY EQUIPMENT:

[{EFERENCES: FM 20-22
DESCRIPTION: If you have a wrecker or organic recovery capability checkthat: - Wrecker vehicle as well as hoisting! and towing equipment areregularly serviced. '

- You have more than one licensed and competent operator.- Components and BII are inventoried regularly.- Cables, block & tackle, hooks, retaining pins, pullys areserviceable. '

If your organic recovery capability consists of a tow bar then ensure all partsare present and serviceable. Also ensure someone in the maintenance sectionbecomes the expert on vehicle towing ' do’s and don’ts."
Key Players: Motor Sgt

19. SAFETY:

REFERENCES: KR 385-10,/DA PAM 385—1
DESCRIPTION: Your unit safety program should focus on the motor poolarea. As commander you should be especially sensitive to safety hazards andaccidents waiting to happen in the motor pool. Look for the following:

- High noise level areas and hearing protection availability/wear.- Fire hazards and operable fire extinguishers.- POL spills; slippery surfaces.- Vehicles jacked up without tested and approved Jack stands.- Split rim tires being inflated outside tire cage.- Damaged electrical outlets or bare wires.- Grinder stone that is worn and/or no eye protection used.- Welding equipment operated without gloves, apron, and head/eyeprotection.
— First aid kit available.- Procedures to handle battery acid accidents.
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- Uncovered open bays.- Ungrounded generators or power equipment.- vehicle exhaust ventilation system.

Key Players: Chain of Command
POC: Gl/Safety

20. SERVICES:

/REEERENCES: DA PAM 738-750, 949—8+r—50—+—
DESCRIPTION: The unit services program is the cornerstone of

maintenance readiness posture. It has been shown that those units with
consistent service programs experience lower vehicle down time. Here are some
goals that you ought to strive for in your services program:

- Insure services happen during field exercises.
Schedule all services on training schedules.
Prioritize services over unscheduled maintenance.- Require leaders and/or operators to execute a -10 PMCS under mechanic

observation as the first step in a service. This will help certify
operator/leader capability and prepare the equipment for service.- Make sure trailers, generators, weapon systems, and commo equipment
are serviced. ’

‘ - Ensure mechanic -20 PMCS and lube orders are followed and that motor
sergeant frequently visits mechanic during service.- Drivers and leaders need to be involved with the vehicle throughout
the service by assigning specific tasks to be performed.

~ Service is not complete until the motor sergeant makes a quality
control check and has vehicle tested.- Check services against 2404 for completeness.- Check DD 314’s for timeliness of service.

Key Players: Motor Officer/NCO
PDC: Unit Maint Training Team

21. SUPPORT BATTALION:

REFERENCES: DISCOM and Support Battalion SOP.
DESCRIPTION: Commanders need to be familiar with functions performed by

their respective support battalion and their using unit’s responsibilities
toward the SB. Recommend that:

- You tour the SB and Class IX facility.
— Your maintenance personnel establish a cooperative working

relationship with SB personnel.- You visit your equipment while it’s being worked on occassionally and
provide SB personnel with positive reinforcement when they deserve it.- Make sure your unit prepares equipment well for DSU.- Provide feedback on quality of maintenance to shop officers and SB
personnel.

Key Players: Maint Officer/NCO
' POC: Support Battalion Shop Operations
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22 . WEAPONS:

REFERENCES: Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manuals
DESCRIPTION: The key to a good weapons’ maintenance program is to train

the operators to be good mechanics on their weapons and not just rely on the
armorer. Here are a few tips:

Make sure operators are supervised during weapons cleaning periods.
Have armorer inspect weapons before he accepts them from operators.
Always have enough cleaning supplies.
Don’t frequently change weapon assignments.
Schedule PMCS before and after ranges.- Hold supervisors accountable for weapons upkeep within theirsections/platoons.- Make sure armorer’s tool kit is complete.- Check weapon DD 314’s frequently to ensure services are conducted.- Make sure weapons’ PLL is established and controlled without excess.If armorer “scrounges” a part, make sure he lets PLL clerk know so a demand can

be recorded in the system.- Bring cleaning supplies to field and make sure weapons are cleaned.

Key Players: Armorer. Arms Room Officer
POC: Armorer’s Course

23. WEAPONS UPGRADE PROGRAM/ & PARKERIZATIQH;

REFERENCES:~9ID Cir 750-S~
DESCRIPTION: The weapons’ upgrade is a program established to improve

Mortars and Machine Guns across the division; The requirement is that all
weapons of this category will participate annually. Units will Job order these
weapons plus tripods/T&E Mechanisms to lMD Small Arms Repair. "Parkerization"
of weapons is commonly referred to as “re-bluing". It involves a chemical/heat
treatment to the metal surfaces of a weapon that gives it a non-corrosivefinish. It is usually done to weapons that have excessive shiny surfaces orlots of scratches on the protective coating. Machine guns and mortars areusually parkerized as part of the weapons upgrade program. Small arms (Mlés,
M191A1) must be Job ordered to your DSU who will inspect and decide ifparkerization is needed. If so, then weapons will be taken to DOL Maint Division
Gen Support at Log Center.

Key Players: Armorer, Arms Room Officer
POC: 6-4, DOL Maint Div Gen Support, Phone:5506
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ANNEX C-l

INSPECTION POINTS AND CROSS CHECKS FOR OPERATIONAL. MAINIENANCE;

HISTORICALJ AND REPAIR PARTS SUPPLY RECORDS
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IRQPICTIOI POIlfB AID CROSS-CHECKS IOR OPERATIONAL, MAINTENANCE. HISTOIICAL.

Operational Record.

AID REPAI! PARTS SUPPLY RECORDS

OPERATIONAL RECORD
CROSS—CHECK .

PDRH PURPOSE INSPECT FOR THIS FORM Pal CROSS-CHECK Il
DA 368 Record of: o Completeness of qualification 8P 46 o Qulllflcntton listing,. o Operator qualifications liatlng-—Sectlon I o Personal dstso Previous experience o Debits and credits listed chrono- o Restrictions/liditstionso Test results logically-—Section ll! '

o Demonstrated preparation of DA
For! 240A—~Block 7 of Driving
Performance Test

o signed by applicant
o Accuracy of information

SF i6 o Operator permit
I
o Expiration date no-nore than three DA 3&8 o Qualification listingo Operator identification yesra after issue date o Personal datao ARMY stamped on front o Restrictions/limitations_ o LIGHT and/or HEAVY stamped on backUm o Signed by operator\0
o Signature of qualifying official for
each type of equipment authorized
to operate

DD I970 Optional for control of o Person releasing vehicle is same as DA 2‘01 o Dates and times of opera—vehicle/equipment person in Report To block tionutilization o Accuracy of information in heading '

o Appropriate usage of vehicle/equip-
Dent

o Operator is assigned operator or
‘assistant operator

o Mileage/hours readings
o Fuel and oil added

,. .
.



09

.opznArIONAL nzcokn CROSS-CHECK

roan/PunPORH PURPOSE INSPECT FOR THIS CROSS-0530! THIS

DA 240! Dispatch or one of equlp- o Entries complete and accurate DD I970 Dates and hours of operation
lent e o Remark. entries, if applicable:

-—Toued equipment
——Diapntcher changes
-—0perator changes

o Appropriate use of equipment

c-z. Haintenauca Iecorda

MAINTENANCE RECORD CROSS-CHECK

FORM PURPOSE INSPECT FOR THIS FORM/PUD CROSS-CHECK TNIS

DD 31A o Record scheduled and o One fora for each item of'equipment Lubrication Servica interval
performed maintenance o Heading entries complete end accurite’ Order
aerviceo o Scheduled service entriea in‘penci ’Ath038-7SO Nomenclature and Line Ite-

o Record time out of and at correct interval _
Number

service (NNC) o Performed service entries in ink DA 2406 Nonavailehlo daye, organiza-
o Performed services completed within tionnl and/or support

10 percent variance factor ' maintenance
o Visual signal system in use:
--Green - lubrication due DA 2‘07 Outéof-service time (NHC)
—-Yellow — service due

'

--Red - out of service
o Correct symbols used for NHC entries
(reverse side):
0 - Org NHCM

O - Org NHCS
v x - Support msint

o NHc matrix in Remarks (optional)



HAIITIRANCI RECORD
_

CROSS—CHECK

tom rum msncr Ion nus tom/run cnoss-cnacx nus

p0 2026 Sub-1t 011 lnnlyugu o Vehicle and component Identified Tl ‘3—0210 Components requiring
Innpleu lot testing o Oil samples taken and submitted DA 325‘ sampling

on tile Complisnce vith lsb recol-
nendstions

o Ssnples tsken while oil hot snd DA 2‘00-11) o oil senples noted
-

‘
well nixed

ours/siles since ovethsul

DA 2‘0‘ o Recording PHCS o Blocks is, 4b, kc, 4d, 5, 8s. snd e

o Reporting uncorrected 8b completed by operator '
' tvfs-‘Jlo-b Correct TH number -'

(suits o Block 5 — type inspection . DD 31‘ Recording of NHC tine if in

o Recording fsults o Block 6 —’cslendar date .
excess of ll hours in one

corrected/transcribed o Block 7 - correct TH cited -' dsy

Ch
'

. snd psrts replaced o Only date (column c) and initials DA 206‘ Parts requests - Requisition

F4 5 . (mechanic or mainte- (column e) when no faults found Order Number (RON) snd

nsnce supervisor) o Discovered faults listed in TH
’ national stock number

item number sequence
I

DA 2407 Maintenance deficiencies
,o Appropriate status symbols used

in column b
o Nc status items circled
o Symbol initialed for faults DA 2b08—I6 Uncorrected shortcomings
corrected

DA 2‘05 Internal shop management o Requested maintenance actions (DA DA 2607 Job order number in column

(optional
' record Form 2407) recorded

q

a agrees with number on

use at o Work requested described in column DA Form 2&07 i

organizational a , Local SOP Entries (if any) made in
I

level) ' columns j. k, snd‘l

For «SF IN SqeeoH’BU'$

H...“.u ,.r V

. .'-‘."I’H? .' ''1 "W” ‘ 3- ‘Wrh 11 :mq- no; .v n - .n, .., U

I'll. I'll. ll... 'III' I'll. 'III- ll... I'll.
. . .. ,HU u.u.y.. , ._\ v m. .., . .,..‘ .,"._ lg. i u



Z9

MAINTZNCl RECORD

PORN ' PURPOSE

DA 2406 Reporting Materiel o
Condition Stntul,
aetviceability, density,
and availability of o
equipment o
Feeder information for
,Unit Status Report,

i

o
DA Porn 2713 '

INSPECT POI THIS FORM/PUD

Block l - correct Julian datea for //AR 525-10
first and last days of reporting
period "Mus-150
Block 2 ~ actual date report prepared
Block 7 - correct unit identification
code TOE
Coluuna 9a—9f - separate line uaed Property
for each model or seriea. Authorized Book ~

and issued line: used for multiple DD 31‘
line entries
Column 9d — line numbera in aacending
alphanumeric sequence DA 2607
Column 9f - correct on-hand denaity
aa of date in block 2
Total from columna 9h. 9i. and 9]
equal poaaible daya in,reporting
period' -

ltema in column lOa the aaha aa thoae DA 206‘
in columna 9b and 9c
Excessive delay between data non-
available, column lOd. and date

I

admitted to shop, columns [0e end
10f
Signed by commander responsible
for report
Correlation of daily (if used), monthly,
and quarterly reports

CROSS-CHECK

CROSS—CHECK THIS

Unit Identification Coda

o Utilization code
o Reportable items
o Line numbers
Authorised equipment
Equipment on hand

Nonavailsble days, organiza-
tional and/or support
maintenance
Maintenance request number
Nonavailability in support
maintenance 5

Nonavailable status--
itemized

Psrta requisition numbers



FORM

DA 2‘07

MAINTENANCE RECORD

PUIPOSI

o Requesting tépalra
Ind other maintenance
oetvicee

Inspzcr yon This roan/Pun

Proper issue priority designator /kR 710—2
code used
Block l6 - description lists
deficiencies or symptoms only //'Block l6 - commander’s signature AR 525-10
for IPD 01-08 /
Block 23 - signature of suthorisedpt‘13B-750
individual DD 31‘
Copy number l on hand for equipment DA 2‘05
evacuated for higher-category
maintenance
Copy number 4 returned from higher- DA 2605
category maintenance with repaired (if used)
equipment - DA 2406
Blocks 23 and 24 - delay between
submission and acceptance a

CROSS-CHECK

CROSS-CHECK THIS

o Priority designator code
o Weapon Equipment System
Designator Code (it
applicable)

Unit Identification Code

Failure codes
nncs/Nncn tine
Control number, fault
description/symptoms. and
date
Control number and dates

Nonavailsble status—-
itemized



_
‘ -' u

HISTORICAL RECORD ‘
'

>

CROSS-CHICK

FORM PURPOSEA, ‘ INSPECT FOR THIS FORM/PU! CROSS-CHECK TRIS

DA 2408-! Record of rounds fired on o Block J-—pencll entry for unit and Training o Date. of firing or gunnery
. ouch armament lubayaten UIc Planning ’

Calendar
o Column lOa--uae of calendar date-
o Column lOe—-correct computation

' o Columns IOE and 3—-totalo are
cumulative "

V

o Column l0h——remaining life plus
cumulative EFC rounda equala BFC ' '_',
round life in block b

DA 2&08-9 Periodically reporting o Unit and equipment identification anCéAkHJB—ISO o Houra reportable
equipment usage and o Block 16 - correct type report o Reporting datea
ownerahip checked ‘ '

DA 2608-4 Total rounda fired
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S9

HISTORICAL RECORD

FORM PURPOSB

Record of uncorrected
(null. and deferred
maintenance actions

DA 2‘08-1‘
INSPECT FOR TRIS FORE/PUB

No deficiencies (X status symbol) DA 2064
listed
Column e - status symbols, corre—
sponds with faults listed 1n column b DA 2404
Column a - status symbol initialed
by person who made entry in column f
Column c — valid reason for delay
Column e - signature of commander
or designated representative
Column f — entry made by person
correcting fault

CROSS-CHECK

CROSS-CHECK THIS

Requisition numbers snd
nationsl stock number

o Verbatim transcription
of fault description

o Transcription only of
applicable. uncorrected
faults

o Date of transcription

DA 2‘09 Separate equipment log o
of maintenance history

Correctness of entries of section-y‘g5138-750

Section A, block b - pencil entry DD Jib
Section B - organizational services DA 2407
and maintenance recorded

Equipment for which form
required
Services performed
Support maintenance and
modifications



Repair Part. Supply lecotdl

nun nus sum: "com
70m "mos!

Docu-ent Regioter forDA 206‘
' Supply Transaction-

IISPECT FOR THIS

Columns a and b entries 1n serial
number sequence by Julian date
Column I - for requisitions. Issue
Priority Deoignator shown in front “
of Julian date, followed by I I
Column 3 — notation of quantity
received — pencil entry for partial
receipt
Column i - Julian date entered for
completed actiona, or "Releaaed for
Iaaue" for itema on due-out liating
(unita in automated ayatem only)
Column j — pencil entry of atatua
code and Julian date due in or
notation of follow—up action. AFI.
and Julian date for unfilled
requisitions
For requisitions with Iaeue Priority
Ol-OB. follow-up action taken 48 ‘

boura after request date, unleaa
aupply atatua report received

FORM/PU!

DA 2‘04

DA 2408-lk

Due-in
Suepenae
File (DA
Form 2765)

Requeste-
Due-out To

_
Unita
(printout)

CROSS-CHECK

CROSS-CHICK TEIS

Requiaition number and
national atock number
Requisition number and
national stock number

o Unfilled requisitions
filed in document number
sequence until all itema
on request received

o Latest status card or
follow-up filed in front
of each requisition

Units in automated system
onlz

o Unfilled requisitions
o Requisitions noted
"Released for Issue"



RfAIl PARTS SUPPLY RECORD CROSS-CHICK

FORM PURPOSE -

_

INSPECT FOR THIS FORM/PUB Gloss-CIICK TRIS

DA 2165 o Request for issue or o Block 12 - NHcs/ANMCS request. have VAR 7l0-2 Heupon Systems Design-tor
(preprlnted/ turn—lo in automated G in first poattion // Code

prepunched) system o.llock I3 - code for recurring (R)
o Report of requisition or nonrecurring (N) demand DA 2064 o Requisition number

ox status o Block [8 - NHCS/ANMCS requests have o Issue Priority Designstor‘
‘4 o Change to PLL Weapon Systems Designstor Code, if' o Netionsl stock number Ind

item descriptionapplicable, in positions 2 snd 3

o Block 20 - Issue Priority Designstor
o Block 21 - NHCSIANHCS requests have
I or N e

. o Block 22 - Advice code I

-

o Qusntity requested



REPAIR PARTS SUPPLY RECORD CROSS-CHECK

FORK PURPOSE
I

INSPECT FOR THIS FORM/PUB CROSS-CHECK THIS

DA 2765 Same as pteprtnted/ All items above plus: Sane In above(non-PIP) ptepunched card . o Blocks 4—6 - national stock number
or part number

o llock lo — DOD Activity Address
Code

o Block 0 ~ item description
o Block P - identlty of authorizing

publication

DA 2765-1 Request for issue or . All items for DA 2765 plus: Sane ss for DA 2765turn-in in manual o Block A - address of supply support '

system activity '

'

o Block B — identity of'requesdina
organization '

' /

DA 3318 Record demands for All entries in pencil (/AR 710-2 Authorised Stock Levelparts/supplies (ogtion— One form for each item authorized (Add cumulative quantities
a1 for units in auto- for PLL stockage, kept in visible demanded during the tvo

most recent reviewmated azsteml file cabinet or folder in NIIN
periods. Determinesequence

>o Applicable preprinted/prepunched correct stocksge level
DA 27653 for requesting restockage from table)
filed in same pocket DA 2066 o Requisition number

For units not on automated system, . o Quantity demanded and
a separate demand file maintained due-in {manual system
for nonstdcked items on!!!
-—File reviewed at least every 90 DA 2061 PLL stockage (manual system
days onlzl

--ltems with no requests in last PLL printout PLL atockage (automated
180 days removed a szstem only!

--Itema with three or more requests
in last [80 days transferred to
PLL



IIPAII PA!!! IUPPLY llCOlD . Gloss—CHIC!

mm rams! ' ' tusncr mu nu ‘

roan/m! class-cam: n13

DA 33!! (continued) o Title Inlet: portion (required for
V

' ILL ltenl, optional for oonotockcd
1tell)

--Nutlonal stock number and ite-
description

-—lnd item identification
-Publicntion authorizing ltockngn
--8tockngn code DS for dennnd
supported, or Ms [or nininun
ltockage

--Julinn date item entered on PLL
-—8tocknge quantity and location
Column a - requiaition number,
or Julian date and inv for inventory,
or Julian date and R-in colunn
b for review (at lee-t every 90
d-yI) .

Column b - quantity demanded.
ltenn received have been circled.
Quentitiee not circled are due-in.
Qgtional for unite in nutgggted
1E

Column c — cululntive dennnd.
Completed at each 90—day review.
Optional for unite iggautonated
agate:

Colu-n d ~ balance on hand. Spot
check [or accuracy. Phynically
inventory at leaat every 180 day-

.__.-——_.



PORN

DA 1063

PLL
(printout)

PLL Change
Listing
(printout)

Requests
Due-Out
Units
(printout)

PURPOSE

Prescribed load,liot
for unite not in auto-
Inted ulste-

PLL for units in auto-
Iated slate-

Buggelta change. in
PLL for units in auto-
mated slate. (90-
day review)

Record of unfilled
tequeotl [or unite inM21322!

REPAIR PARIS SUPPLY llCOlD ‘

I
o Pot Consolidated PLL

tom/ms

u no-z

DA JJIB

llSPlC! POI THIS

—-Ilocks 1-3 — dste snd unit identi-
.

ficstion
-llocks A-G — left blsnk
--Repsir psrts stocksge listed in

FIIN sequence
o Request for exception on file if

stocksge exceeds 300 line items

DA 33I8
(optionsl)
PLL Change
Listing '

On-hand balance and location sdded
in pencil

PLLo Action on suggested~changes.
printouto Approval/disapproval of any changes

by commander .

o Listing signed and returned to DHHC;
by auspenee date

Audit snd update when received DA 2066

cross—mg

CROSS-CHICK THIS

Authorised stock levels

Record of denands

PLL stocksge

Current PLL'stockage

Current PLL stockage

o Unfilled requisitions
o Requisitions noted To
"Released for Issue"
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I754 21l5
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q. 230m 257alow/m 2-3 Aw, 78
INSIRUC‘IIONS - Pevlbvm each chctk listed In III: TM upplicnbl
pulinenl TM, complete lovm us loIIoWs;
COLUMN I - Enter TM Item numb".
COLUMN h - Enter the uppllc-blc condlllon slams symbol.

e to III: Inspection pale-med. Followlng the sequence IIIted In

COLUMN d - Show couectIve Ictlon [or deciency ct shout-
comin; Ilslcd In Column c.
COLUMN e - Individual ncett-Inln‘ completed conccllvo
nclion lnltlol In tM:-co|umn.'COLUMN é - Enter dellclencle'n and shortcomings.

ALL INSPECTION! AND EQUIPMENT CONDIYIONS RECORDED 0N TIIIS FORM HAVE BEEN OEIERMINED
IN ACCORDANCE WIIN DIAGNOSYIC PROCEDURES AND SIANDARDS IN INE TM CITED HEREON.
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checks completed. No faults found. C
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9. Sugply Subject Ingex:

1. Absentee Baggage
2. Accountability Relief Systems
3. Ammunition Issue/Turn-in
4. Armorer
5. Arms Room
6. ASP
7. AUEL
8. Basic Load
9. CBS-x
10. Clothing Records
11. Components & Listings
12. Expendables
13. Field Sanitation
14. Hand Receipts
15 Inventories
16. Laundry
17. Load Planning
18. Lost, Damaged, Destroyed property
19. Linen-Turn-in
20. Property Roll-up
21. Publications
22. Reports of Survey

.

23. Recoverable Item Turn-in
24. Shortage Annexes
25. Storage Areas
26. Sub-Hand Receipts
27. Supply Room
28. Taskings
29. Transaction Files
30. TUFMIS

(78)



1. ABgENTEE BABGAGE:

REFERENces:/A'R 700-84, para 12-12 to 1245.543 PAM 600—8, {Reg 700-2

DESCRIPTION: Improper handling of absentee baggage can result in
unnecessary surveys and official complaints from the next of kin. Recommend
your supply sergeant put together a checklist of procedures that outline
inventory and safeguarding of absentee’s baggage. Your unit SOP should trigger
an automatic response from the chain of command and your supply personnel when a
soldier absents himself from the unit.

_21 ACCOUNTABILITY RELLEF SYSTEMS:
/REFERENCES: AR 735-11
\DESCRIPTION: There are several processes that enable relief from

accountability and/or replacement of items they are:

-Report of Survey-( Does Not admit liabilty, high dollar item,
sensitive item.)

-Cash Collection-( Admits liability, has the money but item not in
stock at SSSC.)

-Cash Sales-(Admits liability, item in stock at SSSC.)
-Statement of Charges-(Admits liability but does not have money.)
-Replacement in Kind-(Admits liability, same item available in civilian

store).

As commander you must understand the uses of each of these to protect the Army’s
interest and the soldier’s as well. Too often commanders allow supply sergeants
to make the judgement which may result in the soldier paying for an item when
legally it should have been surveyed. Remember if a soldier admits liability
for the lost item (unless high dollar or sensitive) then use the process thatwill help the soldier financially. If the soldier does not admit liability then
use the Report of Survey.

3. AMMUNITION ISSUE/TURN-IN:
REFERENCES:/FL Reg 700-20
DESCRIPTION: Probably the most frequent reason that units do not

execute planned training (ranges) on time is because of this. The ASP either at
FT Lewis or Yakima has strict procedures that may appear overly restrictive;
however there are legitimate concerns when dealing with safety and ammunition
accountability. Here are a few tips for dealing with ASP:- Pre-inspect Your vehicles that will be ammo haulers.- Have current signature cards.- Send a mechanic with the ammo vehicle to trouble shoot small
mechanical problems if necessary.- Make sure live ammo and residue are separate.- Have a separate 581 for turn in.- Return all packing material.- Appoint someone in your unit as the ammo NCO who becomes the expert on
ASP procedures.



4. ARMORER: ,

REFERENCES:/D§APAM 710-2-1, School Command Armorer Course.
DESCRIPTION: ls your armorer a 76Y or do you have another MOS occupying

this position? Either way your armorer needs to attend the Armorer’s Course at
Ft Lewis School Command. Recommend you put a good soldier in the Arms Room and
have an equally reliable assistant armorer. Make sure the Armorer has a Job
book and that his supervisor uses it.

5. ARMS Rom:
REFERENCES:/AR 710-2, 5R7190-11
DESCRIPTION: The Arms Room demands scrutiny by the commander in the

areas of: i Publications= Are there updated THs and L05 for every weapon, tripod,
and separate accessory(operator manual, Org Maint and parts manual)?

* Security= Are weapons signed out properly and is all equipment
securable IAN AR 190-11 and local regs. (Look at last security inspection on
file). i Maintenance= Are weapons scheduled services on DD 314s and are they
conducted(2404s to back up services)? Are there adequate cleaning supplies for
Armorer and weapon operators (especially {or the field)? Is the Armorer’s tool
kit complete? Are inoperable weapons tagged? Is there PLL for weapons
maintained by PLL clerk or does the armorer maintain a stock of excess parts?
Check for parts on order and against which weapon? Is maintenance scheduled

' prior to and after range firing?
* Component Accountability= Are components of the weapons and tripods

routinely inventoried or just assumed to be there? Does the Armorer check the
components out after the weapon and accessories are returned?

* Organization & Operation= Is there a simple, easily understandable
SOP for the Arms Room? ls the Arms Room neat? Is there a weapons assignment
chart or book? Are soldiers’ battle sight zeroes being maintained by armorer?
Does the armorer have good control of people, weapons, and equipment in and out
of the Arms Room?

6, ASP:
REFERENCES: Pf/Reg 700-20, O/PAM 710-2-1 para 2-9.
DESCRIPTION: Same as Ammunition Issue/Turn-in.

'7. AUEL: //'
REFERENCES: 9+8~6ir*20~31hppx D, FORSCOM Reg 55-1,/AR 220-10,
TM 38-250, MAC Pam 50-3.
DESCRIPTION: Automated Unit Equipment List(AUEL) refers to the computer

printout of a unit’s rolling stock of vehicles and trailers that is generated at
FORSCOM once a year. It assists in planning how many aircraft, railcars, or
ships are needed to move a unit. At the company level all you need to ensure is
that the S4 has an accurrate vehicle/trailer count of your unit.

8. BASIC LOAD: ,

REFERENCES:.DA PAM 710-2-1, para 4-24, Ch 7,/AR 710-2 para 2-11.
DESCRIPTION: Basic loads can be for supplies other than Class V (Ammo)

and Class I (Rations). Basic loads in Classes I and U are fairly well locked
in for you; however there are other general supplies that your unit will need if
deployed. Recommend you draw up a basic load that is maintained by your supply
room and kept packed, ready to go. Here are several items which you should
consider:
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Dry Cell Batteries- Dunnage
Packing Materials
Field Sanitation Supplies
Foot Powder
Chem Lights
Flashlights
Acetate
Rags
Pens, grease pencils, notebooks
Tape
Rope
Nails, screws, and other construction materials (in addition to

carpenter’s tool kit)- Toilet paper- Hand towels- Soap

9. CBS-X: '

REFERENCES: 63 PAM 710-2-1 para 4-24.2
DESCRIPTION: The Continuing Balance System-Expanded (CBS-X) is the

Army’s official asset control system for selected pieces of equipment. The
objective is to provide accurate, timely, and auditable worldwide asset status
at property book level for major end items and provide the Army with an official
inventory figure. The interface/impact you will have with this system as a
commander will be that the numbers you report to DMMC become part of CBS-X.

10. CLOTHING RECORDS:
REFERENCES: “R 700-84,/DA PAM 710-2-1 para 10-8 & 10-9.
DESCRIPTION: A system should be established in the unit to ensure thesoldier’s clothing records are properly maintained from initial assignment to

departure and that routine inspections by chain of command are accomplished.Here
are other key points about clothing records:

- Immediately after new soldiers get their CIF issue his supervisor
should inventory it to protect the soldier from erroneous issue.

.

- Have an E5 or higher conduct initial issue clothing inspections on
E45 and below upon arrival, prior to PCS, or in preparation {or school.- Have chain of command conduct routine inspections/inventories ofsoldier OCIE and require SMs to replace shortages within 15 days.

11. COMPONENT LISTJNGS:
REFERENCES: DA PAM 710-2-1 ch 6, AR 710-2 para 2-6,2-7.
DESCRIPTION: No one ever loses a vehicle but they sure lose components

to vehicles, radios, and weapons. Here are some easy steps to master the
component listing challenge:

- First determine the current publications: Use DAEEam/STU:T_?LIN ToPublication Cross Reference Fiche). This will tell you the TM, SC, or HRavailable for the piece of equipment.



- Bet the TM (-10), go to the back of the pub where it will list:
* Components of End Item (COEI)
* Basic Issue Items (BII)
* Additional Authorized List (AAL)
* Expendable Supplies

- Based on the model of the equipment you have (e9: M966 HMMHU) the
COEI and BII will be dictated to you.

- Select the AAL and expendable supplies you feel necessary for your
mission.

- Place all items in order (COEI, BII, AAL, exp supplies) on DA Form
2062 and submit it to your S4 for approval. (Reason for this is that the S4 is
the one who will be buying the equipment through his Class II/IU account and
responsible for accountability.)

- This approved hand receipt will now serve as the basis for the
shortage annex system from S4 to Unit Cdr to Sub-Hand Receipt holder (See item24).

12 . EXPENDABLES:
REFERENCES: DA PAM 710-2—1 para 3-6, 4—2.
DESCRIPTION: Many people assume incorrectly that just because an item

of property is listed as "expendable" on the AMDF the responsibility to account
for it does not exist. Thousands of dollars worth of expendables are bought
each Fiscal Year. Commanders must ensure that these expendables are used
properly, for their intended purpose. Here are some pointers about expendables:- Expendables even though inexpensive are many times mission essential
and must be accounted for to ensure the equipment system can operate
(e.g.antenna cable connectors).- SSSC items like light bulbs, toilet paper, and cleaning supplies arehighly pilferable and subject to petty theft. Ensure supply sergeant has tight
control and logs all issues.- Just because an item is expendable doesn’t mean you can’t make asoldier pay for its loss.

1"3. FIELD SANITAT /:
,-

.

wREFERENcea: 21-10, “(M 8-10, (M 3-33, 44 21-11, Ah 40-5, P/Reg 40-5,
IG—-S-31 TB Med 81; TB Med 507, TH—5-900”! 519 e” 28 sum—Hm:—

DESCRIPTION: Administratively,if you follow the checklist in'ffo’tmh
-2&‘3 on Field Sanitation then your garrison program will be solid.
Unfortunately the true test comes in the field during extended FTX’s. Here are
a few suggestions:- Make sure you have a soldier(s) trained in field sanitation who is
always in charge of purifying the water supply (water trailer).- When in the field always control human waste.- Treat, close, and mark latrines.- Make sure the chain of command ensures soldiers change clothes
regularly (especially socks).- Train soldiers to wash hands prior to eating.

t- Have soldiers bring a bar of soap and washcloth to field.- Pay particular attention to sanitation at your‘field mess operations(if you have one).
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14. HAND RECEIPTS: .

REFERENCES: TH—88‘1f7-i1,’6§ Pam 710-2-1 para 5-3 & 5-4, F 10-14-1
(Commander’s Handbook {or Property Accountability).

DESCRIPTION: How do you train your unit on the use of the DA Form 2062
and DA Form 3161 to ensure required control of property? Suggest the +ollowing:- Have Supply Room prepare all component hand receipts from updated TM,
SC, or HR.- Provide Sub-hand receipt holders additional copies for user hand
receipt. - Ensure property is hand receipted down to user level.- Use change document (3161) whenever property changes hands
temporarily, is turned in or issued in between updates of DA Form 2062.- Make sure DA Form 2062 is legible, to include hand receipt holder’s
signature.- Destroy all change documents once the hand receipt is updated.- Train the sub-HR holder and user not to make strike-overs, pen and
ink changes, or other unauthorized entries on their copies.- Have supply sgt supervise the change over of sub-hand receipt holders
to ensure the new hand receipt holder understands what he is signing
for and understands the DA Form 2062.

15. INUENTORIES: .,
’

,

REFERENCES: an 710-2 para 1-17, A? 735-5 para 2-6, an PAM 710-2-1 para
9-1 to 9-11.

DESCRIPTION: Make surelit’s all there before you sign. The types of
inventories that ought to be conducted:

* Change of Command = Your initial introduction to the unit’s equipment
accountability and maintenance. Do your homework! Take al 5t e LIN numbers ofi
the master hand receipt, cross reference with DA~P§_3TU=T‘and q] appropriate
manuals so you know what you’re looking for. Organize a ledger or matrix keyed
to an inventory schedule so that you look at all "like" items at same time to
eliminate possibility of substitution. If component hand receipts are outdated
have them make new ones. Make sure Report of Survey (if needed) is initiated
before the change of command.

i 10% Monthly Inventories = A great opportunity to tackle this supply
'elephant' a bite at a time. Make sure you inventory all components and not
Just the major end items.

* Quarterly Sub-Hand Receipt Inventories = A suggestion that works.
Have sub hand receipt holders inventory all their property every 90 days and
have them submit statements to you on results. This will help in case of a
Report of Survey to establish chronology ot possible loss.

* Field Inventories (Prior to and on return) = It makes sense to have
sub hand receipt holders inventory equipment before FTX’s to ensure they can
perform the mission and equally as wise to find out what was lost during the
exercise. If something was lost or damaged legitimately through field use, you
are looking out for soldiers’ welfare as well as the state of property
accountability in your unit.
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16. LAUNDRY:
REFERENCES: 4E 210-130.
DESCRIPTION: Verify monthly payroll deduction printout listing of 8M5

who are using quartermaster laundry services. If you deploy for more than 2
weeks, provide and have soldiers use field laundry procedures. Hygenicaliy, it
wouldn’t make sense to expect soldiers to go to the field with over 2 weeks
supply of clean clothing.

17. LOAD PLANNING:
REFERENCES: Same as AUEL.
DESCRIPTION: As part of the unit movement planning load plans play an

important role. Although it is the 84’s responsibility to maintain current
movement plans, this does not remove company responsibility. On the other hand
it stresses the importance of having competent unit movement planning personnel
at the company level who can provide accurrate data to the S4. Vehicle load
cards should be inspected by the chain of command routinely and before each unit
deployment.

18. LOST. DAMAGED. DESTRDYED‘PRDPERTY:
REFERENCES: “R 735-11, F 10-14-3 Surveying Officers Guide.
DESCRIPTION: See also Accountability Relief Systems. The majority of

high dollar losses are accounted'for through the use of Reports of Survey. To
_
help the system work more efficiently it is recommended‘that unit commanders
assist survey officers in the administration; this responsibility is, not soley
the 84’s. Have a sample of a good survey that the new survey officer can use to
reference and have the surveying officer update you frequently on the status of
his efforts. The key is to make the process expedient and accurrate. Most late
surveys result from administrative errors by the Survey Officer.

19. LINEN TURN-IN:.
REFERENCES: AR/ZID-ISO
DESCRIPTION: Commanders need to approach linen turn-in from the

perspective of health and accountability. Hygenically linen needs to be changed
at least once a week. You as commander set the policy and soldiers who refuse
to change linen can be subject to UCMJ action. The process also provides a
periodic review of who has what linen.

_gO. PROPERTY ROEL-UP:
REFERENCES: TMv38=L2-++ SPBS Automated Hand Receipts & External Admin

SOP for DISCOM Operations Annex I & J.
DESCRIPTION: A copy (work copy) of the monthly printout you receive for

your property must be maintained as a transaction record. Here’s how it should
be used: - Next to each line item indicate the quantities signed for and HR
holder. - Post all transactions (Surveys, Statements of Charges, Turn-ins,
etc). - Make sure the total number sub hand receipted equals the total number
listed on the printout.
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- Compare the printout to the MTOE or design document to identify:
* Excess Linesi Shortage Lines
* Substitution items- Bring discrepancies to the attention of the Battalion S4 and DMMC.

21. PUBLICATIONS:
REFERENCES: 9ID—ELL—20=3méppx D.
DESCRIPTION: In addition to having all the required authoritative

regulations, the supply room must have updated copies of TMs, SCs, or HRs if
applicable for all LIN Items of equipment. Use DA Pam 310-1 to cross reference
LIN to publication. Use the IL (Identification List) Microfiche to identify
miscellaneous property such as Filing Cabinets, Tool Cabinets, Desks, Chairs,
etc.

22. REPORTS 0F SUBQEY: //
REFERENCES: R 735-11, 10-14-3 Surveying Officer’s Guide.
DESCRIPTION: Commanders have a two-fold responsibility for Reports of

Survey. First as initiators you must start them in a timely manner (when the
loss is discovered). Do the initial research; gather facts of who, what, where,
and when. Conduct an inventory to make sure the item is missing. Make the Job
of the Survey Officer easier by cooperating and providing all necessary support.
Secondly, when one of your officers is tasked to be Survey Officer it is your
responsibility to train him and coach him on correct procedures (not make aliability Judgement) and monitor the Survey to ensure it’s completed within the
time limit. Getting him a copy of The Surveying Officers’ Guide to be used in
conjunction with AR 735-11 will help tremendously.

_g§. RECOVERABLE ITEM TURN-IN:
REFERENCES: 6A PAM 710-2-1 para 2-11, ch 3.
DESCRIPTION: Generally referring to items of class IX repair parts

that have to be turned in in order to get(order) a new part. The supply system
allows the unit to order and receive the new recoverable part without
immediately turning the unserviceable part in. However the system does generate
a ZSR Card which says you owe the system a turn-in. Problems occur when
unserviceable parts or items are lost and or not turned in. These outstanding
ZSR cards will be held against the unit until resolved. Make sure your PLL
clerk keeps track of the status of all recoverables.

24. SHORTAGE ANNEgS:
REFERENCES: PAM 710-2-1 para 5-1 thru 5-4, para 6-1 & 6-2.
DESCRIPTION: This system is designed to account for durable/expendable

and non-expendable components of end items. The non-expendable shortage annexis executed at PBO level and the durable/expendable shortage annex is executed
by class II/IU Document Register holder (Usually the Bn S4). Missing non-
expendable components of major end items should be listed on the shortage annex
maintained by your Property Book Team. Here’s how the durable/expendable
shortage annex system should work:

- S4 either develops or approves your component hand receipt.- S4 orders the shortages (either initial issue or replacement based on
accountability relief document).- S4 takes ordering information from Document Register and creates a
shortage annex DA Form 2062 (to Cdr from Bn S4) and initials.
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- Unit supply sgt takes information from 84 shortage annex and creates
a shortage annex (to Sub HR Holder {Pom Unit Cdr) and has Cdr initial. This is
the Sub hand receipt holder’s due out for components of the end item for which

.he is signed.- Sub hand receipt holder will have user sign for only those components
physically present or will have issued him a DA Form 3161 (turn-in) for those
items not present.

The bottom line is that if the system is working then shortages can be tracked
from the document register to Shortage Annex (S4 to Cdr), to Shortage Annex (Cdr
to HR Holder), to the user hand receipt.

25. STORAGE AREAS: f/’ /
REFERENCES: See—9%B»cie_20:3”Appx A-XX Safety, 10-14,'T/;43-200-1.
DESCRIPTION: Storage areas need to be kept neat and organized and free

of excess property. Property should be tagged describing what it belongs to and
if unserviceable what the intended disposition is. Be mindful of safety/fire
hazards:

-Gas cans.
-Generators or law mowers stored with gas.
-Lanterns with gas.
-Storage of potentially-dangerous liquids and gases.
-Paints and thiners.
-NBC decontaminants.
-0ther products with flashpoints.

_g6. SUE HAND-RECEIPTS:
REFERENCESW Pm 710-2—1 para 5-1 thru 5—4.
DESCRIPTION: See also Component Listings. Give due consideration to

the scope of your hand receipt system. That is, how many sub hand receipt
holders do you want to have and how do you want to involve the chain of command?
For instance; Some unit commanders who have several Mechanics’ Tool Kits elect
to have the user signed directly from the commander, thus eliminating the Motor
Sgt as middle sub hand receipt holder. However, in doing this you have now
created additional work for the supply sgt since he now must deal with the 10
Tool Kit owners instead of I sub-hand receipt holder (motor sgt). Other
commanders have hand receipt systems that go from Plt Ldr to PSG to User while
others decide to keep the number down to a minimum. The points to be made are:- The more hand receipt holders you have the greater the chance for
error. - The tradeoft for having fewer H/R holders is that you’ll probably have
better control of the property but won’t train as many people on property
accountability.

27. SUPPLY ROOM:
REFERENCES:/6A PAM 710-2-1 para 9-3, RID—Cin—Z:3_enna_0.
DESCRIPTION: Here are some lessons learned about the setup/conduct of

a supply room:- Access must be controlled to a select few.
— Establish an “over the counter" business approach.- Keep supplies, property locked in lockers.- Have people sign a log for expendable cleaning and admin supplies.



- Pay attention to linen-exchange/control procedures.- The supply room copy of all sub hand receipts should be restricted to
the Supply Sgt.- Post all issues/turn in documents with the appropriate hand receipts.

Make sure the Microfiche reader works.
Establish a good publications library.

— Have Supply Sgt sit down with each Hand Receipt holder during
updating process and train them on proper use of sub hand receipts.- Have Supply Sgt list all 102 Inventory Items by month so people can
prepare well in advance.- Make sure the Supply Sgt gets involved with all equipment that leaves
unit control to ensure proper documentation takes place.

28. TASKING§§
REFERENCES: N/A
DESCRIPTION: One of the biggest problems you’ll have with equipment

taskings is that the equipment may be returned in poor shape and with missing
items. You must maintain positive control over equipment. Before equipment
leaves the unit consider doing the following things:- Have maint chief TI equipment and document the condition.- Prepare the Hand Receipt and document all components present.- Have the person who is signing for the equipment produce a Military
ID Card and copy his full name and ID Card .- Attach Tasking letter or Memo of Agreement.- Before accepting the equipment back.have it TI’d and inventoried.

29. TRANSACTIQ FILES:
REFERENCES: DA PAM 710-2-1 ch 5 & 6.
DESCRIPTION: Refers to the supporting documentation files that exist at

the S4 shop. The files should be easily linked to the register so that all
items requiring ordering Justification can be linked to original paperwork
(accountability relief, initial issue, etc). These files are used to support
the shortage annex system for durables and expendables.

30. TUFMIS:
REFERENCES: FL Reg 700-4, Comptroller, Bn S4.
DESCRIPTION: This system can help you manage your funds by providing a

detailed account of your unit’s spending habits. Additionally, the TUFMIS
printout is used to crosscheck the accuracy of document register and due outlistings. Have someone detailed as TUFMIS person to be POC at unit and check on
expenditures charged to the unit.
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Activity Calendar
Awards Ceremony
Barrack’s Safety
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Billets Maintenance
Care of SoIdiers
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Day Room
Departures
Dining Facility
Family Assistance
Family Advocacy Program
Housing
Leave
Hail
Non-Support of Family Members
Off Limits Areas
Parking Lot Security
Privately Owned Weapons
Rear Detachment
Recreation
Sensing Soldier Attitudes
Sexual Harrassment
Single Parent
Sports
Suicide Prevention
Supervisors Know Families
Unit Activities
Unit Fund
welcoming Soldiers & Families
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E, Guglitz of Life:
General: Quality of life refers to those events, services and unit routines

that contribute materially and attitudinally to the well-being of soldiers and
their families. As a company commander concerned with training and maintaining
it is sometimes difficult to see the benefits that can arise from dedicating
effort to areas that focus on the quality of soldiers’ lives. However, there is
no doubt that you will receive dividends in soldier loyalty and morale. The key
to success in this area is to make thinking about the welfare of your soldiers
and their families a daily habit and more importantly, instilling this attitude
in your subordinates (platoon leaders and sergeants). The list of suggested
items that follows is not all-encompassing and some may not be applicable to
your unit, but all have been used by others and have been helpful:

1. ACTIVITY QLENDAR:
DESCRIPTION: To ensure that family members know when and where their

spouses will be deploying to the field and other key unit events some companies
have created 4 and 6 month unit activity calendars. Calendars are mailed out to
spouses along with a letter from the unit commander explaining :

-where spouse will be going.
-Time periods of deployment.

(Note: Reason they are mailed is-to make sure wife/spouse receives them.)

2. AMARDS CEREMONY:
DESCRIPTION: An important contributor to esprit de corps and cohesion;

most battalions conduct a consolidated awards ceremony each month on payday. An
effort should be made to encourage soldiers’ families to attend. At the company
level an awards ceremony should also be routinely conducted to present:

- AAMs (if not done during battalion payday)- Certificates of Achievement
Letters of Appreciation- Safety Letters of Achievement- Mechanics Badges- Driver’s Badges
Other personal commendations

3.4§ARRACK’S SAEETY:
DESCRIPTION: Not only means having an active R & U program to ensure

that building safety hazards don’t exist but barracks safety also refers to the
general climate of discipline after duty hours. Once again the importance of
the CO cannot be overemphasized. In addition, the chain of command must check
in on their soldiers after duty hours and weekends. Periodic health and welfare
inspections can help reduce threats to soldier safety by controlling guns and
knives in the billets. Be attuned to soldier complaints about noise, violence
or fighting in the billets after duty hours and come down hard on troublemakers.



4. EARRAQK’S §§_yRITY:
DESCRIPTION: Soldiers must be able to adequately protect personal

property. This means that soldiers have secure wall lockers and rooms (unit may
provide the locks). Key control is a must as well as control of access to
billets. 00’s play an important role by controlling visitors and by checking
billets rooms during their security rounds.

5. BILLETS MAINTgNANQE: (R g4U):
DESCRIPTION: An area that needs constant attention from leaders whether

you have billets on North Fort Lewis or main post. Make a habit of walking
through the billets routinely to check the condition of:- Floors.

Lighting.
Electrical sockets.
windows.
Spot painting requirements.
Latrines (Sinks, faucets, toilets, shower heads).
Heating system.
Toilet paper supply, soap and cleaning supplies.
Work orders needed.

6. CARE OF SOLDIERS:
DESCRIPTION: Emphasize to your NCO’s the importance of taking care of

soldiers and reinforce this daily to strengthen loyalty toward the unit/chain of
command. Look out for their welfare in garrison and the field by:

- Checking to make sure they have sufiicient and correct equipment.- Look for obvious safety hazards at the workplace and billets.- Treat the soldier as you would like to be treated; i.e. when a
soldier errs give him a chance to redeem himself. Don’t railroad him! Counsel
and allow a reasonable time for the soldier to recover.- Don’t punish all soldiers for the actions of a few.

— Establish and maintain an information flow to inform soldiers on
assistance, pay, leave, etc.

7. ONTINOING EQQCATION:
EFERENCES: DA Pam 621-15 A Soldier’s Guide to Education
DESCRIPTION: An important role you will play as commander is as

counselor to your soldiers. You may conduct formal or informal sessions
concerning Re-up or performance counsellings. No matter what type or when
conducted you can capitalize on these opportunities to encourage soldiers to
improve themselves IAN The Army Continuing Education System. A very good pocket
guide concerning soldier education is DA Pam 621-15. This short, concise 50
page guide should be used in conjunction with the Commander’s Guide To Re-
enlistment.



8. DAY ROOM:
DESCRIPTION: The unit’s Day Room is the soldiers’ “home away from

home'. Special emphasis should be given to this area to ensure soldiers have a
quality off-duty area. Here are some considerations:

-Furniture:
-So+a, chairs, tables, lamps, magazine racks- a sufficient quantity,

condition. (Furniture Management Branch can tell you what your unit is
authorized)- (Phone Number - 4021)

-T.U. Set in working order with good reception.
-Video Cassette Recorder: There are ways of raising money through Unit

Fund Activities to purchase one for the unit.
-Stereo system: Same as UCR.
-Uending Machines: Are there any and are they in working order.
-Uideo games.
-Shuffle board. -

-Pool Table: Cues, balls, table top not torn, table level.
-Soccer game.
-Lights and heating of dayroom.

9. DEPARTURES:
DESCRIPTION: Take care of departees as you would new arrivals whether

those departing soldiers are PCSing or ETSing. Consider:- Timely awards and SEERs. '

- Adequate time to clear the unit and post (normally 10 working days).
— Letters of recommendation for super soldiers.- Having breakfast with departees in the mess hall.
Army lapel buttons.

10. DINING FACILITY:
DESCRIPTION: You may not be the HHC or SVC Battery Commander

responsible for the dining facility operation but you do have to concern
yourself with quality of food and service provided to your soldiers. Listen to
your soldiers’ complaints. Put a good/responsible soldier on the diningfacility council. Eat in the dining facility as much as possible to determine:- Variety of meals.- Quantity of portions.

Quality of food and mess hall operations.- Soldiers’ complaints.- Soldiers’ interaction with cooks.- Headcount’s ability to make change for separate rations people.- Decorations and atmosphere.

11. FAMILY ASSISTANCE:
DESCRIPTION: Unit commanders and ISG’s have the responsibility to

provide help to soldiers and their families when problems occur. Many times thecorrect action is to refer the soldier to the appropriate agency. One of the
best references a commander can use is a book entitled " Making The Most of It —

A Manual For The Army Family " by Clifford Bernath. The book’s contents cover:- Army Life
.
- Enlisted Personnel Management System
— Assignments- PCS
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Moving
Housing
Reenlistment
Pay and Allowances
Family Assistance
Education
Recreation
Medical Care
Veterans and Retired Benefits

This book is in circulation in the Army Library System but can also be obtained
by sending $11.95 to : STACKPOLE BOOKS

Referral

P.O. Box 1831,
Harrisburg, PA 17105

agencies a commander can turn to are:

Army Community Service (which'orouide§,info on):

-Information, Referral, and Follow-up Program
-Army Consumer Affairs
-Relocation Program
-Exceptional Family Member
-Family Advocacy Program (See listing below for further description)
-Spouse and child Abuse
-Marital problems
-Family Violence
-Child Development Services
-Foster Care
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American Red Cross:

-Assistance in communicating emergencies to families
-Consultation and guidance on emergency personal and financial matters
-Obtain official reports of home conditions that impact on:
-Emergency leave
-Compassionate reassignment
-Deferrment from overseas assignment
-Dependency or hardship discharges
-Aid in obtaining federal and state benefits
-Brants or loans to return home due to sickness, death, or grave

situations.
‘Loans
-Referrals to local agencies

Army Emergency Relief (Loans are granted on case bx case basis for):
-Non-Receipt of pay
-Loss of pay and other funds
-Medical, dental, and hospital
-Funeral expenses
-Trauel expenses due t04emergencies
-Rent
-Food
-Utilities
-POU maintenance
-Clothing for everyday living
-Fire or disaster
—Soldier or family hardship

Inspector General:

—Uiolation of soldier rights
-Administration system problems
-Harrassment
-Discrimination
-Inadequate services provided by Army
-Pay and allowance problems
-Allegations of wrong doing

Legal Assistance:

—uills and Powers of Attorney
-Contract disputes
-Repossessions
-Naturalization, citizenship, and adoption
-Debt disputes
-Tax problems
-Civilian legal problems



Claims Office:

-Household goods damaged during transit or storage
-Damage of private property by military personnel

Chaplain:

-Marriage problems
-Family problems
-Problems of conscience
-AdJustment to the service
-Religious problems

_12. FAMILY ADVOCACY PROGRAM:
REFERENCES: Army Community Service
DESCRIPTION: The'following is a listing of the services provided :

* Army Commgnity Service
Location: welcome Center Bldg 2027-0
Hours: 0730-1630 Mon-Fri
Phone: 967-7166
Services:
Crisis Counselling
Emergency Food and shelter assistance
Info on rights and resources
Family Anger Control
Spouse abuse education
Community Education

Social work Services. Madigan Army Medical Center
Location: MAME Ramp 5, ward 32
Hours: 0800 -1200, 1300 -1630
Phone: 967-6118
Services:
Referral
Report Child abuse/neglect
Counseling for child abuse/neglect
Marriage counseling
Assistance and counseling for sexual assault
Family Counseling

Family Life Center
Location: Bldg 1143 (Lewis & Stryker Ave)
Hours: 0830-1630
Phone: 967-5483
Services:- Counseling for individual, couples and families- Couples communication classes- Stress Management classes- Sponsors of parents anonymous



* Legal Assistance
Location: Bldg 1032
Hours: Appointments only, Mon- Fri, walk-ins 0830-1100 on Saturdays
Phone: 967-3111
Services:- Legal Advice provided in person- Power of attorney- Naturalization and citizenship requirements- Drafting separation contracts

13. HOUSING:
DESCRIPTION: A commander should become familiar with community housing

areas that are approved by Ft Lewis. when a new soldier arrives in your unit
with his family, counsel him about using the Housing Referral Office; advise him
about area housing costs, and inquire about his financial means (does his wife
plan to work? ).

I4. LEAVE:
DESCRIPTION: Leaders should always be attuned to how soldiers ( EMs andOfficers) are using their leave time. One of the complaints soldiers make about

leave is that they can never take it when.they want to. You can alleviate,
somewhat, this perception by publishing an accurate long range planning calendar
so the soldiers can plan leave well in advance. Encourage your key personnel to
use their leave time as the opportunities arise instead of letting it build so
that they are forced to lose leave days. Take'leave Yourself; you are notindispensible. If you have been developing your subordinates, the importantthings will get done without you.

15. MAIL: l/
REFERENCES: AR 340-3, I Corps Postal SOP dated 13 Jun ’84, DOD Postal

Manual 4525.6-M, Uol I & II w/FORSCOM Suppl I.
DESCRIPTION: Commanders must recognize the importance of this area tosoldier morale, both in field and garrison. A soldier’s mail is his inviolableright, which cannot be denied or obstructed by anyone. Remember that:
-Personal delivery of all mail is made by a trained mail handler (one

who possesses a valid DD 285 -Mail Card).
-Soldier’s mail must be delivered to the addressee or whomever thesoldier has authorized in writing on PS Form 3849 or PS Form 3801. This is

important to note because soldiers who want wives to pick up mail when they are
in the field must have delegated this authority on the afforementioned forms(usually done when a soldier inprocesses, but still should be mentioned tosoldiers prior to deployment).

-Under no circumstances will mail be placed on the addressee’s bed,deposited in his desk, given to his section leader or best friend, or otherwiseleft unprotected while awaiting delivery to the addressee or his agent.
-Mail as well as military paychecks cannot be held from a soldier

and/or cannot be used as coersion to demand a soldier meet appearance standards,Join clubs, or meet other requirements.
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_1§. NDN-SUPPORIggF FAMILY AgugRS:
REFERENCES:/A§ 608-99
DESCRIPTION: Company commanders need to be aware of the requirements

.and actions to be taken against soldiers who fail to provide support to {amiiy
members. AR 608-99 dated 4 Nov 85 sets forth DA Policy, responsibilities and
procedures on support and non-support of family members as well as interim
measures taken in the case of separated couples until the parties arrive at a
mutually satisfactory agreement or resolve difterences in court. Generally
speaking unit commanders are responsible to ensure that soldiers provide for the
welfare of their families and should take action against soldiers who fail to
comply. Here are some suggestions:

- Unit commanders/186’s become familiar AR 608-99 and routinely brief
soldiers on their responsibilities.- Immediate supervisors must be knowledgeable of their soldier’s status
and routinely check to see:- If a soldier is married and has authorized dependents that do
not reside locally with him, he should be providing some type of support to
them. -

- If a soldier is living in the billets or off-post, without his
authorized dependents present, and is drawing BAG at the w/dependents rate
(check his LES), then he should be providing financial support to the family.
Send him to JAG if support obligations are in dispute.

' - If a soldier who is drawing BAG at the w/dependents rate has a
status change that no longer entitles him to BAG, then it is the soldier’s
responsibility to notify finance. It will catch up to him eventually.

17. OFFALIMITS AREA§i
DESCRIPTION: I Corps publishes a policy statement listing all the

establishments deemed not suitable for soldier patronage. Ensure that this is
posted on the unit bulletin board and that it is briefed to soldiers at a
formation.

_;§. PARKIN§_LQT SEQQRITY:
DESCRIPTION: An area that should be a routine part of your crime

prevention program. A soldier’s auto should be safeguarded by:- Ensuring there is a consolidated parking area.- The area is well lighted.- The CG makes routine checks to ensure cars are locked and that
personnel are not loitering in the parking area.

19. PRIUAIELY ONNED U§APONS=
’REFERENCES: 9ID Policy Statement 190-2 dated May 35.
DESCRIPTION: Knives and guns possessed by soldiers in the billets must

be controlled and stored appropriately in the arms room. Check the billets
through room inspections and health & welfare inspections. Uncontrolled and
unauthorized weapons in the billets can only lead to serious trouble. Encourage
those soldiers who live off post to register their POMS with the MPs.
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20. REAR DETACHM§?Z:
REFERENCES: D Reg 210-2
DESCRIPTION: During most unit deployments of battalion or larger, the

rear detachment operation is handled by a trustworthy senior NCO. It’s
important to understand that this person plays a key role for it is he who
becomes the iink between the family member and the soldier. Make sure that
soldiers understand how the rear detachment system works and that they explain
it to their wives.

21. RECREATION:
DESCRIPTION: An important part of soldiers’ quality of life is what

they do during the off-duty time. Charge your NCO supervisors with finding out
which soldiers become "barracks rats” and which get out on the weekends and take
advantage 0+ recreation opportunities. Get as much information (brochures,
pamphlets) as possible from MBA and ITT and make it available in dayrooms and on
bulletin boards to encourage your soldiers to get out on their time off.

22. SENSING OF SOLDIER ATTITUDES:
DESCRIPTION: Sensing of soldier attitudes should take place daily and

at all levels within the chain of command. Group discussions with soldiers on
occassion (minus NCO’s) can help soldiers vent their +rustrations. Payday is a
good time to accomplish this.

_23. SEXUAL HARASSMENT:
REFERENCES: Equal Opportunity Office
DESCRIPTION: Become familiar with the indicators. Sexual harrassment,

perceived or real, can severely undermine unit cohesion. Listen to soldiers;
investigate allegations. Punish offenders and counsel all soldiers about the
potential problems and educate them on unit/Army policy.

24. SINGLE PARENT:
DESCRIPTION: You should know which of your soldiers are single parents.

Ensure you or your ISG discuss any problems the soldier may have and that the
soldier has made arrangements for dependent care during unit deployments. Refer
him/her to ACS or appropriate agency as necessary.

25. SPORTS:
DESCRIPTION: Actively encourage team sports and have the unit attend

games. It can be a real contributor to esprit de corps.



26. SUICIDE PREVENTION:
DESCRIPTION: Unit commanders and the chain of command must becomesensitive to the potential for soldier and family member suicide by

understanding the indicators. Most of us are not trained in assessing mentalhealth of soldiers there+ore we must defer to the experts. Emphasize to yourNCO’s that if they suspect a soldier is having problems then they must nothesitate to bring the soldier to you. You in turn should refer the soldier to
Community Mental Health located in Bldg 4291 next to TMC #1. Fill out an HFL
From 222 (Cdr’s Request For Mental Status Evaluation) and have someoneresponsible escort the soldier there during duty hours. After duty hours and onthe weekends the soldier can be taken to the emergency room at Madigan Hospital.
Phone numbers you should know:- Community Mental Health = 967-7201

Dept of Psychiatry = 967-6404- Madigan Ambulance = 967-6931- Madigan Emergency = 967—6972- Chaplain Hotline = 967-5128

27. SUPERVISORS SHOULD KNOW FAMILIES:
DESCRIPTION: Uery simply stated unit commanders should ensure that

there is an updated list of all married and off-post soldiers’ names and
addresses. NCO supervisors should verify by visiting soldiers. In addition thechaplain could help through assistance visits to soldiers’ homes. Identify andassist families which are not well provided for by the SM and/or representpotential post-deployment problems, i.e., finance, transportation, medical, or
handicapped children.

_g§. UNIT ACTIVIIIES: (Family participation):
DESCRIPTION: Examples of good unit family activities:
- Unit Parties: Can be held in dayrooms, unit grounds, Lakeside Lodge

and done for special events such as Christmas or routinely every quarter.- Organization Day: Usually done by battalion level or above. Theyshould be well planned and scheduled on a duty day.- Pre-Deployment Briefings: Encourage soldiers to bring families tolisten to battalion commander discuss upcoming deployment, events, and familyassistance points of contact.- Post-Deployment Briefings: Show slides of unit activities while in
the field. Present unit/soldier achievements.- Holiday Dining Facility Meals.- Awards Ceremonies.- Promotion Ceremonies.- Other activities: ski trips, tours, fishing trips, baseball games.
You can arrange to have buses pick up soldiers and families at the unit.
Recommend you talk to Information Tours & Travel (ITT) and Morale Support forother suggestions.
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29. UNIT FUND:
REFERENCES: FL Reg 215-2
DESCRIPTION: The unit fund i5 part of the Morale Support Fund Activity

and is to be used in accordance with the company unit fund council desires. Theunits monthly allowance is a small sum and may not be sufficient to meet thedesires of the unit. For example, the unit may want to purchase a stereo, VCR,
or Microwave oven but they do not have enough money in the unit fund. Someunits faced with this dilemma resort to methods of financing welfare and
recreation purchases which are unauthorized such as soliciting contributions
from unit members which in many cases consists of coercion. There is a legal
way to go about raising funds in order to purchase high dollar items:

- IAN FL Reg 215-2, para 5f, the unit can hold fund raising events toincrease their unit funds. The money generated must be brought to Morale
Support Fund for bank deposit and account posting. Suggested events are : car
wash, bake sale, collecting and redeeming aluminum cans and bottles. All fundraising events require approval. Permission should be requested through the
DPCA. The unit fund council should meet and decide on the type of events toraise funds and how the money will be spent. The commander should not make aunilateral decision.- A unit may add property to the Morale Support Fund account whichwill be picked up on the company’s Unit Fund Hand Receipt, if the property has
been donated to the unit either by an individual or group of soldiers. This canalso apply to cases in which the unit has held an unauthorized collection to
purchase something and wants to rectify a wrong. Any donation to the Morale
Support Fund account must be done on a voluntary basis. The following procedureapplies:

- The Unit Fund Council should decide whether or not to accept
the donation, and make the acceptance a matter of record.- A DF from the unit to the Morale Support Fund must be sentwith the information to identify the property:

*Description of item, Brand Name, model
*Serial number
*Original purchase cost
*Date of purchase or age of property

- Property donated to Morale Support Activities becomes MSF prOperty,although the items will remain on the unit’s MSF hand receipt.
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30. WELCOMING SOLDIERS & FAMILIES:
DESCRIPTION: Generally the first impression a soldier and his {amily

get of the unit will have a major impact on the loyalty he and his family
>display toward the unit during their tour. Examine your method of welcoming the
soldier and his family to your unit. Most battalions have New Comer
Orientations for the soldiers and their wives to explain unit policies.
Encourage the soldiers to bring their families. Go a step further and meet with
the family as soon as possible after they arrive. Answer as many questions as
possible and offer your assistance.

-Sponsorship: A key element to your welcoming system is providing a
responsible sponsor to the new arrival, usually of the same grade level and one
who owns a car. If the new arrival has a family then assign a sponsor who has a
family. You and your first sergeant should sit down and create a simple
sponsorship checklist that outlines the sponsor’s duties.
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F. Personnel & Administration:

a. Generai: The administrative workhorse for the company commander has to bethe Battalion PAC. Since regulations change frequently it would not bepractical to outline all the current procedures here. Instead this chapter willserve as a commander’s reference guide to administrative and other regulations
by topic to point you in the right direction. The following is a list of topics
a company commander may need. In a few cases some suggestions are offered, inothers only a reference:

- Abandoned Uehiczzs :46; 190-5 w/_§M§uppl 1- Abbreviations : R 3 0-50- Absentee Baggage: Reg 700-2- Absentee and Deserter Apprehension Program :/AR 190-9- Academy Application:4§R 351-12 //- Accident & Incident Reporting: 9ID PS 385-3, AR 385-40 w‘i Suppl 1- ACES (Ar y Contin'ing Education System) :’AR 621-5- ACS : AEdeB-1,, L Reg 210-1- ADAPCP: AR 600-85, FL_Reg—6'7, 9+9-6+r—30U=T, 916’PS 210-3, 915 PS210-5- Additional Duties: Officer’s Guide, Armor Officers Guide FKSM 17-10-3- Adjutant: Pam 600-8, CI- Administrative Absence :/AR 630-5- Administrative Use of Vehicle :IAR 58-1- Administrative Assistance Handbookzst*PEM“t-l- Admin Discharges: Enlisted Update, R 635-200- Admonitions/Reprimands:44R 27-10 (3-3b),AR 600-37(para 5c.1), Part 5 -
Manual Courts Martial ‘

— ADP Securitymm 380-3 o, 4380-5, (I. Reg 380-3- Affirmative Action : L Pam 600-26- AG Records: Bldg 6189 Ft Lewis '- Alcoholic Beverages- AR~2+&—653 9T6/PS 210-3- Appeal & Redress: AR 27-10; Ma al Court Martial- Army Emergency Relief (AER) . AR 930-4(para 18-9b (2))- Article 15 : R 27-10 ///- Assignments & Transfers (Enlisted) : AR 614-200- Assignments & Transfers (Officer) : AR—6t#-+9+- Audiovisua Services: FL—Etr‘fe~2,‘108=33 +08‘- Awards : R 672-5-1, - ,VFL Reg 672-8, 9%9—Reg~62=41
69-2-23 9 ' ~

9am Ps 672—2, m Ps 672-4- AWOL : R 630-10- Bachelor Housing : AR_210=AL- Barracks Utilization Regprt: 210-11- Bars To Reenlistment : R 622-280 (Ch 6)- Bar To Reentry on Ft Lewis: L PS 10-8- Basic Loads: TB~Reg—i:l.- Billeting: F P 90-1- Blank Forms: L eg 310-1- Blood Driv s: F Reg 40-38- Boards: 600-200 (Ch 7342 ass-10,42 coo-60,42 27-21,§15 Series- Bomb Threats: L Reg 190-14- Bonneville Training :JFL Reg 350-12
4 Bonus Recipients: Enlisted Update, R 600—200 (Ch 8)- Branch Transfer :)AR 614-100 (Ch 4) '
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Budget : AR 37 (Series)
Bulletin Boards : Ft:f2y7f-+-
Cancel Indebtedness R 600 -4
Casualty Assistance -W, Q Pam 608-};Chain of Custody: 600-85, 9ID Cir 600 1, L Reg 600-7
CHAMPUS : {4o—-21
Change of Command Ceremonies: 91D PS 672-1
Change of Command Inventories; 9tD“PSW7i-d
Change of Name, SSN, etc. : AR 600-2 ,
Chapters: En isted Update, «R 635—200/AR 635-10
Chaplain: 600-30
Check Cashing Policies/Procedures :/§R 210-60
Check Writing Instruct' n : DA—Pam—é88‘353T
Child Care Center :.A§}208--1 //Civil Authorities Retention of Military Offenders: FL PS 10-5
Claims: AR’27-20, 93—698'30"
Clearance Papers:‘F( Reg 210--3
Cold weather Training: D PS 350-4
Collection encies : 600- 15
Command .Aggsoo—zo, 91C? 614 3, Ffps 71- 1

Commander’ s Certificate: L PS 4-2
Command Inspection Program. 9+D-e+r—20-3"
Command Presence (Barra ks): V710 PS 600-8
Command Sponsorship: R 55--46
Common DERos: fe 614-40%

R 40 554Communicable Disease :
Compassionate Reassignment (Enlisted) :/éR 614-200
Compassionate Reassignment (Officer) : AR-+4-T1
Complaints Against C anders AR*2?-T4
Complaint Channels: R20 1, 9/C Cir 20- 1

Confinement Facility : AR4690-47
Congressional Inquiries 1-20, Ch 6
Conscientious Objector :QR/COO--43
Contributions muse Fc, AER) :Afooo-29
Convoy Res Halts: 9ID PS 55-1
Caprin: 612-2, AT? 614-30 A/Correction of Mili ry Records : R 15-185
Correspondence : R 340- 15 9ID Staff Memorandum 1-2
Correspondence Courses : Pam 351--20
Counselling Subordinates: PIC PS 600 6
C0 Book : Here is a sample list of items which can be included in yourunit’s CO Book:

General duties of the CG.
Dayroom SOP
Visitation policy
Telephone use policy
Physical security SOP
Recall roster
Arms room access roster
Acticns to take if arms room is found unsecure
Ft Lewis roster of authorized civilian JSIIDS repairman
Ft Lewis roster of authorized insurance salesmen
Ft Lewis/910 roster of personnel authorized to conduct physical
security & crime prevention checks
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Instructions covering lost/stolen government weapons
Crime prevention SOP
Vehicle & motor pool security SOP
Key control SOP
Instructions to CD covering contacting Military PoliceSerious incident report (SIR) instructions
Barracks security
EDRE instructions
Search & seizure at CO level
Safeguarding classified material
Active duty death notification
DWI offenders- what to do with them once notified by MPs or policeFire instructions
Illness after duty hours
Wife or child abuse calls
Bomb threat/terrorist SOP
Green phone message

i

Emergency telephone numbers (Fire, hospital, FBI, MP)
Instructions covering personnel restricted to unit area

Credit = Pam 360-520 /Curtailment (Enlisted) : AR 614-30
Curtailment (Officer) :/§R 614-30
Daily Status Reportyn 220-1
Death at semen/AR 190-40 .

Death, Chain ot Comma ti Revieww9’ID Ps 600-10, PfReg 385-6
Deferred Payments: 7 -11
Deletions/Deferments: R 614-30
Demolitio Safety: :gD—€+_35n=4
Dental:«4 40- R 0-26,/6h 40-501,!h 40—562, AL9S-I,A§§/6OO-6O- Departures : Pam 600-8-10
Dependent Care Plant/R’600-20, D/Sam 600-8,/R 614-30
Dependent Support :.AR 608-99,‘§ 27-3
Dependent Travel: A’55-46
Destruction of Classified waste:’§h 380-5
Dining Facility: AR 30-1
Dining Facii‘ty at Yakima :xt Ps 30-1
Divorce : 27-3
Discharge (Enlisted) :/§§ 635-200
Discharge (Officer) : AR’635-120 '
Disciplinary Control/Boards: A 190-24
Disposition Form: AR 340-15,‘9fD Staff Memorandum 1-2
Distribution :IA’R 340-
Dog Tags: AR—éGé—Sy P 600-8 (Ch 8)
Domestic Disturbances: L PS 65-4
Drill Sergeant School: AD 614-200 (Ch 8)
Drinking (Underage), )(D PS 210-5
Drivers’ License 2ilitary):4€;§BS-55, FC/Reg 600-13

, ID RDriver Training: D PS 350- eg 3 0-1, 9T2;R§§'BUU=T
Dropped From Rolls (DFR): 630-10, 190-9, D Pam 600-8 (Ch 9)
Drug a Aicohoi Program : «600-85, Pam 600-17,\+‘L P3 20-1
Dumb Paperwork R ort: 9ID IG Bulletin 2-85, 1-86' Duty Rosters : R 220-45
Duty Status Change: DA/Pam 600-8
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om o++enders- Pt Ps 190-1
Ear Plugs :«éED PS 72-3
Emergency Leave : R 630-5
Energy Conservation:~9%9—e+r"2329, Appendix D-IU, Ft—Reg—Aza3
Enlisted Personnel Manage ent: R 600-200
Enlistment Extension : R 601-280, Ch 3
Environmnent Protection:,Ff Reg 200-
E al Opportunity/discrimination: 600-21, Ft Reg 600-46
ID PS 600-3 //ETS: All Ranks Update, AR 635-10
Evaluation Report (Enlisted) : AR 6fé-205, Ff'PS 8-7
Evaluation Report (Officer) : AR 623-105
Exceptional Family Member : AR’6T‘ES‘
Exchange/Reassignment : AR/614-200
Expeditious Discharge :IAR 635-200
Family Advocacy Pr ram:-FC Reg 608-2
Family Housing : R 210-50
Field Storage of weapons, Ammo, Explosives:V9TD PS 740-1
Files Manage ent:4TTFFj AR-84&<Z
Finance: A 37-104-3; ran/37406
Flagging Actions,: All Ranks Update,4R—6G+-9Tg910 PS 600-5
Food Locker:v216 PS 28-1
Foster Care Program: Ff Reg 60 1

Freedom of Inf mation Act : R 340-17
Furniture : R 210-6///
Good Conduct Medal : AR 672-5-1
Gymnasiums:J.JHLJO-4
Handicapped Dependents : AR—tf=23
Hearing Conservation: FL Reg 40-2
Hometown News Release:A§R 360-5,’AR 360-81
Housing Wow) :AR’YTFI‘B' Mlle—SI
Household Goods: R 55-71 /Io Cards a Priuiiedges :A/R 640-3, A Pam 600-8 h 6)
Immigration, naturalization, passports, visas: R 600-290
Immunization: PC PS 79-3 4§/’In btedne /+inanciai problems :Mooo-mAooe-W, R 600-15,

27-3, R 600-15
Inprocessing:AAR 614- 00
Inspector Ge eral - R 20-1, 930 Cir 20-1
Insurance: Pam 600-8 (Ch 6)
Investigations:aR 15-6
Investigating Unit Crime (Cdr’s Responsibilities): FC 19-139Joint Domicile ;/AR 614-30
Juvenile Misconduct:aFL Reg 190-9
Leave : AH Ragga Update,AR 630—5,/6m Cir 600-2
Leave Excess : R 601-1 0
Letter of Reprimand : R9?00-37Lieutenant Assignments: D PS 614-4
Line of Duty Investigation: AR~00=33‘
Lost weaponuéio PS 190-1
MAC Aff’liation Training: Prdifi
Mail: R 340-3
'Mail Rooms :m,W
Maintenance Incentive Award : 9+b'tn1r157222‘—-
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Maladjustment to Military Life t/R 635-200
Malutilization: AR 600-200 (Ch 3)
Marriage (Alien) KAR sop—240 /Marriage (Overseas) :véR 600-24OLF%B»608-61
Meal Cards s A 600-38, m’ao-l Reg 600-3
Me ical roble s: AR/40-501, Pam 600-8 (Ch 6),vFi Reg 40-1r/6-2,
-3, -5,~ 0-9, 40—11“; $9137W40138

Medical Records: if. Ps 79-2
Military Justice z AR/27-10, 9+B—Re9;§?*1Military Records: All Ranks Update, R 640-10
MOS Classification]: AR 600-200 ( Ch 2)
M08 Descriptions:/AR 611-201
MOS Inventory : R 611-201
Motorcycle Sa+e:MD Ps ass—1,5? 190-5 w/F/L/ Suppl 1,v7> Ps 385-2
Mountain Training (HuckCreek) : Reg 350-11
Moves (Do it yourself) : BA’Pam—55~2i
NBC: mow—9, '

,W
Ncoro : 350-17, €10 Reg 350-1,y Reg 350-5
Non-Deployables/1/91D Reg 50-1,VPTD Reg 525-3
Non-Support:/éR/608-99, 27-3
Nutrition: RLB"PS 30:1
ocs Application :asl-S, Mean 6?-e (Ch 4)
Off Post Living :/AR 210-10 (CH 7), R 210-51, D’Ram 600-8
Off Post Schools: SiD PS 600-9
Off Limits Areas : FL CMD LTR (Quarterly)
Ofcial Military Personnel File :/AR 640- o
Off Installation Militar Enforcement : R 190-2
Officer ecords Brief: R 623-205, AR 640-2-1, Pam 640-1
OJT : Reg 350-8
Orders:AR 310-10
Organizations & Functions :iF Reg 10-1
Outstanding Junior Officer Program: 9+9—Reg—?-l
Overseas Separation (Enlisted) : AR/635-200
Overseas Separation ( ficer) : AR'635-100
Overseas Service i 614-30
opscc: W1, flo Ps 380-3
Outprocessing: 614-200
Overweight (weight Control) : R'600-9, 9IO/PS 600- 2
Oversggs Assignment Briefing (COPRIN): AR-612-2, R 614-30

A
PAC: Pam 600-8 (oh 1), 2
Pm: gR 680-1, (680-31P coo—a (on ,9),
Parkinggz; 190-5 w/Pf. Suppl 1,/AR 210-4 w/rf Suppl 1

63Pass : 0-
Passports : 600-290
Paternity l 608;?Pay a Allowao?“ 37-104-3, KR 37-106
Pay St tus : R 37- 04-3 ///Pcs: 600-290, 55-46, «(55-71, AR 614-6
PCS Leave : AR—530-5
Pcs Policy :AR o1 6
Permissive TDY : R 0-5
Personal Affairs llzggPam 360-524

‘ Personal Clothing R 700-84
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gyrsonal Effects: Dé’P 600-8 (Ch 9),/§§/37- 03,,Aii90-47,
R 630-10, AR*338=TT R 640-10,4§R 700-84, 710-2, DA Pam 710-2-1
Personnel Accountability: DA/Pam 600-8, AR 690-1, 680-31
Personnel Actions: fun. 600-8 (Ch 1)
Physical Security: R 190-11
PLL Review Board: Mo Reg 700-3
Political Activities :/A 600-20
PU Packets: Aftt4327 Rog 350-32,V§;b Reg 612-1
Pov Inspections : A3 190-5 ML Suppi 1

Pow Registration: AR 190-5, if. Suppl 1

POM Registration: D PS 190-2
Powers of Attorney: AR“3UU*11 ,
Pregnancy Counselling/Discharge (Enlisted):;23 635-200
Pregnancy Counsellingéyischarge (Officer): 635-100
Preventive Medicine : AR 40-5
Privacy Act :A 340-21
Private Organizations : AR”230=1
Profiles: AR‘600-200 (Ch 2)
Promotions (Enlisted):’A 600-200 (Ch 7),—AR-+40-58—
Promoti s (Officer): 624-100, AR-140'58
PRP: Pam 600-8 (Ch 9),/AR 50-5, AR 50-6
Publications : DA-PIM‘STG-f
our: an coo-200 (Ch 4)
Recall Roster :r9ID Reg 525-3 §//
Reception of New Personnel : DA’Pam 600-8-10, ID PS 600-14
Records Management :aAR 340-1 //Recreation : Morale, elfare, Recreation, Update,/AR 215-1, AR 215-2,
AR 215-3, AR~35=A, 215-5, Ff Reg 28-10, ' '

Recreation Areas Travel Guide : p'Pam 360-546
Reductions (Enlisted):.AR/oOD-200
Reenlistment: AR/601-280, Cdr’s Guide To Reenlistment (Pocket Manual)
Regular Army Appointment : AR—éOf—ZOO
Rehabilitative Transfer:§?R 635-200
Relief of Subordinates: ID PS 600-11
Religious Activities: AR 600-75
Remission of Debt : AR 600-4
Reporting Requirements :/AR 335-15
Repossession of,Personnal Property:PL PS 10-1
Restriction VAR 27-10
Retirementzéluntaryaé/éR'623JZUU, R 635-100, [g'635-40, 0a Pam
600-8-1 g 635-5, 635-40,‘6A Pam 600-5
RSOP : ID Reg 525-3
R o u (Self-Help): M’. Re 420-4 ~

Safety: 91D Reg 385 1, R 385-10,vPL Reg 385-1
Schools Catalog : Ag 351-4
Scholarships,( Loans,é§inancial Aid) for Dependents : DA Pam 352-2
Security Clearances: R 38 -5,.AR 604-5, FL_RLg—860‘ih €3(’Reg 604-1
Senior Vehicle Occupant: ID PS 385-5
Separate Rations: «R 37—104-3,5(Reg comm/KR 210-10
Separations (Enlisted) :

x
635-200

Separations (Officer) : AR 635—1 0
Serious Incident Repo t (SIR): R 190-40

'

Sexual Harrassm nt: ID PS 600-4,
g

i —

Shot Records : AR 40-501
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Sick Slip : AR'600-6
SIDPERS (Unit Level) :Bé Pam 600-8-1 ‘

Single Parent. .B Pam 600--8 (Ch 9), AR 600-20 AR 614-30
Smoking I AR i -8 //Soldier’s & Sailors Relief Act : AR 27-3
Sole Surviving Son or aughter:’AR 614-200, 644—73‘
Sponsorship Program' R 612-10
Suicide Prevention :
Sure Pay: 9ID PS 350-3n/PE PS 37-3
Suspension of Fa 'rable Personnel A Ion:.AR/600-~31,VJTD PS 600-5
SGT Testing I ARyZOO-ZOO, Ch 5), L PS\81--1,5K’Reg 350-37 (CH 4)
Stabilization of Tours gAR 614-5
Standards of Conduct 600-50
Station Allowance: 37-106-1
Support of Dependents :/AR'608-99
Taxes AR/27--3
Temporary Duty: AR/314-ii
Tests, Army Personnel : AR 611-5
Tour Election Change: «(55-46 ,.

TraHic o++enses : A 190-5 MEL Suppl 1

Training: 91f eg 350-1, 1. Reg 350-1
Transfers : R 614-200
Transportation . AR 55-71
Travel: 63/37-106
UCMJ: AR 27-10, 9i'Reg'27;)>/
Unfavorable Information : RAgDO--37Uniform wear & Appearance- 670- 1, J4: Reg 670--1”/PL Reg 210- 1

Unit Funds ./FL Reg 215-2 //Unit Manning Report: DA/Pam 600-8 (Ch 9), AR 614-200, AR 600-~200
Urinalysis: 949—8+r—600-4
USMAPS (west Point Prep School) I 6A.Pam 351-2
VA Benefits I,DA Pam 600-5, VA 360-526, VA Pam 27-82-2
Voting: ,BA Pam 600- (Ch 9), 608-20
VINSON (Storage): 1D PS 380-

24Visitation Policy: \916DPS 210-
warrant Officer Application: AR/gil--85, AR//35--100
Hater Related Training: FE—G+e~€60-31‘
welcome CenterI‘PL Reg 210-1, (Ch 2)



_p. The follgwing,list isggn extract of AR 310-2 and depicts the basic
series numbers and titles for administrative-tzpe gublications ( how the Army
organizes and numbers ail publications.)

SERIES TITLE

1 ADMINISTRATION
5 MANAGEMENT

1o ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION
11 ARMY PROGRAMS
12 SECURITY ASSISTANCE
15 BOARDS, COMMISSIONS AND COMMITTEES
IS ARMY AUTOMATION
20 ASSISTANCE a INVESTIGATIONS
27 LEGAL SERVICES
28 NELFARE, MORALE, RECREATION
SO FOOD PROGRAM
32 CLOTHING, TEXTILE MATERIAL
34 STANDARDIZATION
36 AUDIT
S7 FINANCIAL ADMIN
4O MEDICAL SERUICES
SO NSC
55 TRANSPORTATION, TRAUEL
56 SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
59 AIR TRANSPORTATION
SO EXCHANGE SERUICE
65 POSTAL SERUICE
66 COURIER SERvICE
7o RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, ACOUISITION
71 FORCE DEVELOPMENT
7S EXPLOSIVES
95 AVIATION
105 COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRONICS
IOS AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES
115 CLIMATIC, HYDROLOGICAL, TOPOLOGICAL SERVICES
130 ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
135 ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE
14o ARMY RESERVE
14S ROTC
165 RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
190 MILITARY POLICE
195 CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
200 ENVIRONMENTAL OUALITY
21o INSTALLATIONS
220 FIELD ORGANIZATIONS
230 NON-APPROPRIATED FUNDS
235 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES AND LABOR RELATIONS
29o CEMETERIES
310 MILITARY PUBLICATIONS
325 STATISTICS
335 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION CONTROL
340 ‘ OFFICE MANAGEMENT
SSO TRAINING
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351
352
360
370
380
381
385
405
41 5
420
500
525
530
550
570
600
601
$02
604
608
611
61 2
614
616
621
623
624
630
632
635
638
640
670
672
680
690
700
701
702
703
708
710
715
725
735
740
742
746
750
755
840
870
920
930

SCHOOLS
DEPENDENTS EDUCATIW
ARMY PUBLIC AFFAIRS
LIBRARIES- INFORMATIW CENTERS
SECURITY
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
SAFETY
REAL ESTATE
CONSTRUCTIO‘J
FACILITIES ENGINEERING
WERGBJCY mPLOYMW 0F ARMY & OTHER RESOURCES
MILITARY OPERATIWS
OPERATIONS & SIGNAL SECURITY
FOREIGN COLNTRIES MD MTIMLS
WPOWER & EQUIPMENT CONTROL
PERSWEL- GENERAL
PERSOhNEL PROCUREMENT
I‘m-MATERIEL SYSTBS
PERSWEL SECURITY CLEARANCE
PERSONAL AFFAIRS
PERSOI‘NEL SELECTION MD CLASSIFICATIW
PERSOM‘IEL PROCESSING
ASSIGMENTS, DETAILS MD TRANSFERS
PERSOMEL UTILIZATIW
EDUCATIM

t

PERSUN‘NEL EUALUATIW
PROMOTIONS
PERSWEL ABSENCES
STANDARDS OF CWDUCT MD FITNESS
PERSWEL SEPARATIONS
DECEASED PERSOI‘NEL
PERSONNEL RECORDS MD IDENTIFICATIW OF INDIVIDUALS
UNIFORM & INSIGNIA
DECORATIWS, MARDS, MD HONORS
PERSONNEL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
CIUILIM PERSOMEL
LOGISTICS
LOGISTICS PLMS
PRODUCT ASSURANCE
PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT
CATALOGUE OF SUPPLIES MD EQUIPMENT
INVENTORY WGEMENT
PROCUREMENT
REGUISITION AND ISSUE OF SUPPLIES 8: EQUIPMENT
PROPERTY ACCOLNTABILITY
STORAGE & SUPPLY ACTIVITIES
INSPECTION OF SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
MARKING, PACKING AND SHIPMENT OF SUPPLIES
MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES 8: EQUIPMENT
DISPOSAL OF SUPPLIES 8: EQUIPMENT
HERALDIC ACTIVITIES
HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
CIVILIAN MARKSMANSHIP
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
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1U. INDEX

(This is an alphabetical list of subjects that are discussed throughout this.guide. Use it in conjunction with chapter F (Personnel & Administration) tolocate references of desired subjects.)

SUBJECT PAGE

Absentee Baggage- p. 79
Accountability Relief- p.79
ACRONYMS- p.8
ACS- p.92,94

. Activity Calendar- p.89
Additional Duties- p.8
Administrative lnspections- p.12
Admin References- p.101
Admonition- p.14
AER~ p.93
Ammunition Issue/Turn-in- p.79

_
AOAP- p.49
Armorer- p.80
Arms Room- p.80
ARTEP- p.34
ASP- p.80
Assignment of Lieutenants- p.12
Attendance- p.34
Audio Visual Support- p.34
AUEL- p.80
Awards Ceremony- p.89
Barracks Safety- p.89
Barracks Security- p.90
Barracks Visitation- p.13
Basic Load- p.80
Battle Book- p.35,29
Billets Maintenance- p.90
Blotters- p.13
BSEP- p.35
BTMS- p.35
Calibration- p.49
Care of Soldiers- p.90
CBS-X- p.81
CG Philosophy- p.3
Chain of Command- p.13
Chaplain- p.94,93
Claims- p.94
Clothing Records— p.81
Coaching- p.35
Combat vs Garrison (Analysis)- p.36
Commander’s Course— p.37
Command Presence in Barracks- p.13
Command Inspection Program- p.37



Communications Equipment- p.49
Compensatory Time— p.37
Competition- p.37
Components & Listings- p.81
Company Systems- p.6
Concurrent Training- p.37
Continuing Education- p.90
Crosschecking- p.49,58
CTT- p.40
CO (book)- p.102
Day Room- p.91
Deadline Report (2406)- p.50
Demolition Certification- p.38
Departures- p.91
Dining Faciiity- p.91
Disciplinary Measures- p.14
Dispatching- p.51
Distractions- p.15,38
Document Register- p.50Drills- p.38
Driver Training- p.38
EDRE- p.39
Enabling Skills- p.29
Evaluations- p.39
Executive Officer- p.16
Expendables- p.82
Extra Training- p.39
Family Assistance- p.91
Family Advocacy Program- p.94
Field Sanitation- p.82
Field Uniform Policy- p.40
First Sergeant- p.16
Fleet Audit- p.51
Formations- p.16
Fraternization- p.17
Free Inspection- p.17
Generators- p.51
Guide Books- p.22
Hand Receipts- p.83
Hearing Conservation- p.52
Health & welfare- p.12
Hip Pocket Training- p.40
Holidays- p.40
Housing- p.95
Inspector General - p.93
Inventories- p.83
ITEP- p.40
Job Books- p.41
Laundry- p.84
Leadership<Styles)- p.18
Leave- p.95
Load Planning- p.84
Long Range Planning- p.41
Lost, Damaged, Destroyed Property- p.84
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Linen Turn-in- p.84
Mail- p.95
Maintenance Incentive Award- p.52
Maintenance Officer- p.52
Maintenance Records- p.58
Management Styie- p.18
Mandatory Training- p.41
Marita] Probiems- p.92
Meetings (Commander)- p.36
Meetings (how to conduct)- p.18
Meetings (Training)- p.42
Miles Equipment- p.34
Modules- p.42
Morale Support- p.97
Motor Pool Organization- p.53
MPL- p.54
MTOE- p.19 -

Muiti-escheion Training- p.42
NBC- p.42
NCODP- 42
NCO Support Channel- p.19
Non-Support of Famiiy Members- p.96
04+ limits Areas- p.96
DPD- p.43
Open Door Poiicy- p.20
Outprocessing- p.91
Parkerization- p.57
Parking Lot Security- p.96
Performance Oriented Training- p.43
Physical Training— p.43
Plans- p.43
PLL/TAMMS- p.44
PMCS- p.54
POL- p.55
Privately Owned Ueapons- p.96
Property Roll-up- p.84
Publications (Supply)- p.85
Ranges- p.44
Range Uniform Policy- p.40
Rating Scheme- p.20
Reading List- p.21
Rear Detachment- p.97
Reception of New Personnel- p.100
Recoverable Item Turn-in- p.85
Recovery Equipment- p.55
Recreation- p.97
References (For a commander)- p.21
References (Training)- p.43
Remedial Training- p.39
Reports of Survey- p.85
Reprimands- p.14
Restriction- p.14
RSOP- p;45
Safety- p.55



Schools- p.45
School of Soldier- p.45
Sensing Soldier Attitudes- p.97
Seruices- p.56
Sexual Harrassment- p.97
Shortage Annexes- p.85
Single Parent- p.97
Soldier Continuing Education- p.90
SOPs- p.45
Sports- p.97
Sponsorship Program- p.100
SQT- p.40
Staff Officers- p.21
Storage Areas- p.86
Sub-Hand Receipts- p.86
Suicide Prevention- p.98
Supervisor’s Know Familiese p.98
Supply Room- p.86
Support Battalion- p.56
Sustainment Training- p.46
Taskings- p.87
Technical Proficiency- p.46
T & EO- p.46
Transaction Files- p.87
Training Guidance- p.46
Training Holidays- p.40
Training Meetings- p.42
Training Schedules- p.46
Training Distractors- p.38
TUFMIS- p.87
UMMT- p.47
Unit Activities- p.98
Unit Fund- p.99
weapons— p.57
Weapons Upgrade Program- p.57
weekend Training- p.47
Welcoming Soldiers- p.100
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